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CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Pulsed EPR
Time resolved EPR has undergone a significant development during the
last decade. A great variety of time resolved techniques is currently used in the
study of the structure and dynamics of paramagnetic centres in all kinds of materials. A technique with increasing popularity is pulsed EPR which will be the
subject of this thesis.
Although EPR shares its theoretical basis with NMR, it did not experience
the same spectacular development into Fourier transform techniques. This is
caused by the large energies involved in electron spin interactions which give
rise to spectral widths in the order of 10-50% of the carrier frequency as opposed to the ppm scale which applies to NMR. A second reason is the fact that
electron-spin relaxation times are orders of magnitude shorter than the nuclear
spin relaxation times which are usually encountered in NMR. These properties
put extreme demands on the experimental and technical conditions. The first
pulsed EPR studies were confined to esoteric compounds with long relaxation
times and narrow linewidths (1,2). The last few years, however, microwave
equipment became available that extends the applicability of pulsed EPR techniques to biological systems, polymers, catálisis, short lived radicals, transition
metal complexes and photo-excited triplets (3-8).
As opposed to pulsed NMR where Free Induction Decays (FID's) can be
detected, in pulsed EPR usually echo techniques are employed since - because
of the large spectral widths and linewidths - the FID appears usually on a
rimescale which is too short for detection. FID experiments in EPR are, therefore, limited to compounds like free radicals and one-dimensional conductors
(9). Because of the lower limit in pulse length, in most applications only one
EPR resonance line at a time can be investigated. From here on we will use the
name Electron Spin Echo spectroscopy (ESE) in order to indicate this distinction from pulsed NMR.
Echo experiments are widely used in NMR and in laser spectroscopy for
the determination of relaxation times and because specific pulse experiments
can invert dominant interactions and can reduce or even eliminate their effect
on the signal (10-11). In ESE two- and three-pulse techniques are employed almost exclusively. With these techniques, the relaxation times Τχ and Τι can be
determined and small hyperfine interactions of the electron spin with surround
ing nuclei can be measured (12-13). This last technique is called Electron Spin
Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) and it is the main subject of this thesis.
The ESEEM technique can be regarded as an alternative for the CW-ENDOR
technique which is still the most popular technique for measuring small hyper1
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fine interactions (14). In the ENDOR method the intensity of a (partly) sa
turated EPR line is continuously monitored, while sweeping with a strong RFfield through the NMR transitions of the nuclei which are coupled to the
paramagnetic centre. When a nuclear spin transition is induced, the EPR line
will be desaturated to some extend and this results in an increase of the EPR
intensity. Despite the great merits of this technique, problems arise in some
cases:
a)

Since it is a steady state technique short lived paramagnetic centres
cannot be investigated.

b)

Due to the subtle balance of relaxation times that is needed for detec
tion of the CW-ENDOR effect, the technique can sometimes only be
applied in a narrow temperature window. For the same reason the
ENDOR intensities are influenced by the relaxation times and they
are not suitable for the analysis of the number of nuclei that is respon
sible for the ENDOR effect.

c)

For low frequencies (< 1 MHz) the ENDOR effect is very small.
Moreover, technical problems arise such as microphonics of the RFcoil and the generation of higher harmonics in the RF-circuits.

The first two problems can be circumvented by using the pulsed form of EN
DOR: the ESE-ENDOR technique which is described in section 1.4. Especial
ly the last problem can be tackled with the ESEEM technique which has some
attractive features. These are discussed in the next two sections.
The theory involved in describing pulsed experiments is well established
and uses the density matrix formalism. This treatment, however, is not very il
lustrative for non-specialists. Therefore, in the following sections (semi) classi
cal descriptions are presented of the spin-echo phenomenon, the nuclear modu
lation effect and the ESE-ENDOR effect. For a thorough quantum mechanical
treatment the reader is referred to the literature (15) and to Chapter IV where
some computational aspects of the theory are considered.
1.2 Spin Echoes
The description of a spin echo experiment is based on the concept of ал
inhomogeneously broadened resonance line. Figure la shows how an inhomogeneous line can be considered to consist of a series of "homogeneous spinpackets" each with its own Larmor precession frequency, ω,, around the centre fre
quency OOQ. The latter corresponds to the DC magnetic field Βΰ. In a frame
that rotates around the direction of Β0, defined as the z-axis, with the frequen
cy ωο the precession frequency is ω,·' = γθ, - a>o, where B, is the effective
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Figure 1 The Ε Ρ R line of a paramagnetic centre in solid state is mhomogeneously
broadened The total hnewidth can vary from 1 to 50 Gauss The individual spin packets have
linewidths in the order of 1 mG (a) Each spin packet can be considered independently from the
others having its own Larmor precession frequency (b)
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Figure 2. Magnetisation of spin packets i,j,k, and 1 during a two pulse experiment, a) dunng
the 90° pulse; b) dunng the waiting time τ; с) after the 180° pulse; d) at the time of the echo (time
τ after the 180° pulse).
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magnetic field at the site of spin packet "i". All individual spin-magnetic moments belonging to spin packet "i" precess with the same frequency but with different phases. Therefore, in a steady state, the resultant magnetic moment of
every spinpacket is aligned along B0 (figure lb).
Subsequently we consider the effect of microwave radiation with frequency
a>o and polarized in the x-y-plane. The oscillating ßpfield can be decomposed
into two counterrotating components of which one is rotating in the same direction as the Larmor precession of the spins (the other one is neglected). Hence,
in the rotating frame Β ι is a steady field, defined along -x', as is indicated in
figure 2a. If the microwave radiation is intense enough the resultant magnetic
field in the rotating frame is oriented along Β ι for every spin-packet. The
magnetisations M, start to precess around this new effective field after switch
ing on Β χ. When the microwave radiation is present just long enough to flip
the magnetisations M, into the x-y-plane, the pulse is defined as a 90° pulse.
Since the different spin packets have different offset frequencies ω,', they start
to dephase immediately after the pulse (fig. 2b). This process is called the Free
Induction Decay (FID) and in typical ESE-applications the dephasing will be
complete within 50 ns (corresponding to a linewidth of 7 Gauss) which is too
short to detect with the present equipment.
From this FID an echo can be generated by means of a second microwave
pulse after a waiting time τ which rotates the spins over 180° (fig.2c). This πpulse is equivalent to a reflection of the dephased pattern in the x'-z-plane.
Also the time-behaviour is inverted in this way and the spinpackets refocus
after the same waiting time ,τ, into an echo which is called the "two-pulse" or
3-pulse echo
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Figure 3. Magnetisation of spin packets i,j,k,l and m during a three-pulse sequence, (a) after
the first 9ÎP pulse (along -x') and the waiting time τ; ib) after the second 90° pulse, (c) the x'components give rise to a Hahn-echo (or "eight-ball echo") at time τ after the second 90° pulse, (d)
the projection of the magnetisation components on the x'z-plane after the second 90° pulse; (e)
after a longer waiting time Τ only the z-componcnts will be left, (f) the third 90° pulse brings these
components back into the x'y'-plane (g) after time τ they give rise to the stimulated echo It can
easily be shown that the x'y'-magnetisation components at this time are lying on a circle defined by
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"primary" echo (fig. 2d). Monitoring the two-pulse echo intensity as a function
of τ offers a method of measuring the "phase-memory time" or homogeneous T2
of the spin system. Note that the existence of inhomogeneities in the spin sys
tem is essential for the echo-phenomenon! The length of the pulses, however,
is not essential since for any length there are components of the dephasing pat
tern which contribute to the echo. The maximum echo intensity is obtained
with the 90° - 180° sequence of pulses, of course.
Another important pulse sequence is the three-pulse experiment which is
scetched in figure 3. In this sequence the π-pulse is so to say split into two π/2
pulses. After the first of these π/2 pulses, the +y' components of the dephased
magnetisation pattern (fig. 3a) are stored along the -z-axis where they remain
during the waiting time T, and the x-components generate a socalled "Hahn
echo" (16) after time τ (figure 3b,c). The third microwave pulse brings the Mz
components back into the xy-plane where they continue their time evolution
and give rise to a "stimulated" echo at time τ after the third pulse (fig. 3d-g).
As is indicated in figure 3c and 3g, the Hahn echo and the stimulated echo
have somewhat "diffused" magnetisation patterns. Furthermore, both have half
the intensity of the "two-pulse" echo. The characteristic time of the stimulated
echo decay as a function of the waiting time, T, is much longer than the phase
memory time, TM, since the "phase information" is stored along the z-axis
where it is less sensitive to phase destructive spin-spin interactions. In general,
this relaxation time has a value inbetween T^ and TM.
The primary echo and the stimulated echo experiment are the main tools
of the ESE-spectroscopist. In both experiments the nuclear modulation effect
can be observed.

1.3 The nuclear modulation effect
When a paramagnetic centre is coupled to surrounding nuclear spins via
anisotropic interactions which do not differ more than one order of magnitude
from the nuclear Zeeman energy, the nuclear spin transition frequencies
(NMR-transitions) can be observed as modulations on the Electron Spin Echo
decay generated in both, two- and three-pulse experiments. We will discuss the
origin of this effect using a semi-classical description.
Consider a spin system with one electron S = 1/2 and one nucleus I = 1/2
coupled with an anisotropic hyperfine interaction. The energy level diagram
consists of four levels (Figure 4). If the hyperfine interaction was isotropic,
only the regular EPR transitions 1-3 and 2-4 would be allowed. However, be
cause of the anisotropic interaction the nuclear spin states are mixed and,
therefore, also the nuclear spin flip transitions 1-4 and 2-3 are allowed to some
extent. In case of short microwave pulses, all transitions are excited equally
and coherently. Each transition represents a spin packet with its own Larmor
8
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Figure 4. Energy-level diagram and the corresponding spin packets a,b,c, and d for an electron S=l/2 and a nucleus 1=1/2.
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Figure 5 Time behaviour for the magnetisation of "forbidden" spin packet a and "allowed"
spin packet b during a two-pulse echo sequence (a) time χ after the 90° pulse, (b) after the 180°
pulse, (c) at the time of the echo
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frequency. The fact that the microwaves can induce transitions starting at the
same level but ending at different ones is called "branching of transitions" and it
is this effect that is responsible for the nuclear modulation phenomenon. This
branching of transitions can be translated into the classical picture by imagining
that during each pulse a spin packet is split into several components which have
one level in common with the original "allowed" one. To illustrate the effect
we follow spin packets "a" and "b" (figure 4) during a two pulse sequence. We
assume that spin packet "b" is at resonance (CUQ) and is, therefore, fixed in the
rotating frame (figure 5a). After the π/2 pulse both "a" and "b" are in the x'y'
plane and "a" starts to dephase as is indicated in figure 5a. After the π pulse
"b" is inverted along the -y' axis. Because of the branching of transitions also a
component with frequency ω„ (and intensity λ) has been formed which we shall
indicate with "a"'. The original "a"-component will refocus in the usual way to
contribute to the echo at time τ after the last pulse. However, the a' com
ponent will have its maximum contribution to the echo only if during the refocussing process in time τ it precesses an integral number of times i.e.
(ω 6 —ω 0 )τ = η·2π). Therefore, the echo envelope as a function of τ is modulat
ed by a function (1-Хсо5(шь-ш а )т). The same holds for all other combinations
of spinpackets. Therefore, we can expect all NMR frequencies to occur in the
echo envelope. This phenomenon is called the quantum beat effect. By Fourier
transformation of the echo-envelope an ENDOR like spectrum is obtained.
The intensities of the "ENDOR" lines, however, are completely determined by
the "forbidden" EPR transition-probabilities. As mentioned already both, twoand three-pulse, echo experiments show the nuclear modulation effect. In most
cases the three-pulse technique is used because it offers some advantages over
the two-pulse experiment:
In the two-pulse experiment sum and difference frequencies of NMR tran
sitions occur which may cause crowdy spectra, whereas the three-pulse ex
periment yields only the basic NMR frequencies.
Since the two-pulse echo decay time is determined by the homogeneous
Г2, which is rather short for most interesting materials, the modulations
will disappear on a short timescale and they are, therefore, difficult to
analyse. The three-pulse echo decay as a function of Τ extends over a
much longer time period (typically 500 μ$ for diluted paramagnetic centres
in single crystals) and is, therefore, better suited for transformation to the
frequency domain.

11
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1.4 ESE-ENDOR
Another application of the three-pulse echo method is the ESE-ENDOR
effect which is induced by applying RF-energy during the waiting time Τ
between the second and third pulse. When an NMR-frequency is "hit" the
stimulated echo is reduced as a result of the frequency changes in the EPR spin
packets. A qualitative understanding can be obtained as follows:
After the first two pulses the magnetisation "cones" will average in the
x'y'-plane (fig. 3d) and a pattern of Mz components remains. The z-component
of a spin packet depends on how its precession frequency "fits" in the waiting
time τ. E.g. spin packets exactly at resonance will be oriented along the nega
tive z-axis whereas spin packets with the frequency in the rotating frame
ω/ = π/τ will be oriented along the positive z-axis. In figure 6 the M¿components are plotted as a function of the frequency ω,'. In a standard threeΙΜω)

(a)

Μζ(ω)

Μζ(ω)

^/ЦДО/ ^ , ^ А / Щ ^ .

(b)

Μ2(ω)
il

^ллЛЛЛ/

^.

ω

(с)

Figure 6. The pattern of Mz -components as a function of the offset frequency of the spin
packets (ω = ω,') after two 90° pulses have been applied with a time space of τ (a) When a nu
clear spin transition is induced, the frequency pattern will shift either up or downwards with an
amount equal to the hyperfine energy Δ = u>hyp (b) Unless tohyp = (2π-1)ιψτ the frequency pat
tern will be blurred (c) and the echo intensity is reduced
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Υ'

Χ'

(b)

(О
Figure 7 Time behaviour for the magnetisation of spin packets b and с during an ESEENDOR sequence (in this description, spinpacket с is on resonance) (a) time τ after the first 90°
pulse, (b) after the second 90° pulse , (c) after the RF-pulse where ideally the frequencies ω,, and
шс arc interchanged, (d) at the time of the stimulated echo Note that spin packet "b" (with intensi
ty "stolen" from "c") is dephasing out of the area of the three pulse echo which is indicated by the
circle, this will reduce the echo intensity as compared to the situation where no RF-pulse would be
applied
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pulse experiment the whole pattern refocusses at time τ after the last pulse (fig.
3g). When during the RF pulse a nuclear spin transition is hit, e.g. transition
1-2 in figure 4, the frequency of spin packet "b" will change to that of spin
packet "c" and vice versa. The frequency difference is ωΑ>,ρ = Ші_з - Ü)2_4.
Referring to figure 3 this means that a number of spin packets undergo a frequency shift of шАур up or downwards (this is indicated as a shift Δ in figure
6b). Therefore, the pattern of Mz components will be blurred in most cases
(fig. 6c), reducing the effective intensity of M2 components which will contri
bute to the echo. For spin packets "b" and "c" this is illustrated in figure 7.
Only when со/,ур = η·2π/τ the pattern is retained and the echo intensity is unaf
fected. In other words the echo intensity will be modulated by a factor
ycos(ühypT where γ is the effectiveness of the NMR transitions. The "blind
spots" at 2ηπ/τ = (¡)Иур are the only drawback of the ESE-ENDOR technique.
One can circumvent this problem by taking ENDOR spectra at different τvalues. When it is possible to do a real two-dimensional experiment i.e. taking
ESE-ENDOR spectra as a function of τ, this modulation can be turned into an
advantage since a Fourier transformation of the τ domain will yield cross-peaks
which correlate different ENDOR transitions belonging to the same nucleus
(17).

ƒ.5 New developments
Although the three-pulse ESEEM signal usually extends over a much
longer time period as compared to the two-pulse ESEEM signal, still serious
problems may arise during spectral analysis. The main problem is the loss of
the first part of the data due to the spectrometer dead time. This causes ar
tefacts (sidelobes and phase distortions) in the frequency domain spectrum ob
tained by Fourier transformation. Especially in the case of powder samples
where the modulations are damped quickly because of destructive interference,
these artefacts inhibit a proper data analysis. In order to minimize the artefacts
one may consider a tranformation technique where one remains maximally non
committal about the unrecorded data so that the frequency spectrum is essen
tially unaffected by the loss of initial data. A transformation of this kind exists
and is extensively used in geophysics, neurophysics, radar, etc (18). The socalled "Maximum Entropy Method" and the related "Auto Regressive Model
ing" technique have been applied recently to ESEEM-signals (19,20). The basic
assumption made in these techniques is that the signal is stationary, i.e. the sig
nal has a time independant normal probability density. To satisfy this condi
tion, in most cases preprocessing of the data is necessary (multiplication with
the inversed decay function). Although the Signal to Noise Ratio and the spec
tral resolution of these methods are far superior to the FFT-technique, prob
lems arise such as increased computing time and the occurence of artefacts in
the frequency domain: shifting and/or splitting of peaks.
14
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Another way of analysing the time domain independently from the initial
data fragment, is the "Linear Prediction with Singular Value Decomposition"
method (21). In the LPSVD-procedure the data is modelled to a series of
damped sine waves with arbitrary frequency, intensity, phase, and damping factor. The advantage of this method is that for every spectral line these four
parameters become available. On the other hand, in many cases the ESEEM
signal is not built up from damped sine waves. In these cases a lot of parameters (without physical meaning) are needed to fit the data. If, however, the fit
is good enough, the parameters can be used to extrapolate the ESEEM signal
back into the dead time region. Subsequently, the "polished" data can be
Fourier transformed without artefacts.
Apart from the data analysis approach which reduces the effect of the
dead time, also several efforts have been made to reduce the instrumental dead
time itself. Many groups use low Q microwave resonators (see Chapter III)
sometimes combined with active or passive delay lines to reduce the resonator
ringing time (22,23). Also phase-cycling methods are employed to reduce the
dead time in a three pulse ESEEM experiment (see section II.1).
Very recently a new ESE technique has been reported (24). In the socalled "Extended Time Excitation" (ETE-ESE) technique the 90° pulse of a two
pulse sequence is replaced by a long weak selective pulse, whereas the 180°
pulse remains short and intense (non selective). Due to the linear response properties of most electron spin systems, the whole two-pulse ESEEM signal will
be present in the extended echo response. In other words, this method offers a
way of obtaining the two-pulse ESEEM signal in a single transient! This opens
possibilities of increasing the sensitivity of the ESEEM experiment by orders of
magnitude. It remains to be seen, however, whether the usually poorer information content of the two-pulse ESEEM signal can be compensated for with
the increased sensitivity.
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CHAPTER II
Instrumental
II. 1 The spectrometer hardware
Since the ESE spectrometer of our department has been described only
briefly in the literature (1) and because during the last year some improvements have been made we give a fairly detailed description of the instument in
its present condition. In figure 1 the complete block diagram of the spectrometer is presented. The components are labelled with numbers <n> which will
be referred to in the following description.
The microwave source is a .7W klystron <2> fed by a Narda universal
power supply <1>. Via an isolator <3> and a directional coupler <4> 10%
of the power is directed to the reference arm. The reference signal is led to one
input of a double balanced mixer <7> via an attenuator <5> and a manual
phaseshifter <6>. Part of the reference signal is used for monitoring the klystron frequency <31>. 90 % of the microwave signal is led via an attenuator,
an "Alpha Instuments" PIN-diode switch <8>, a digital phaseshifter <9>, and
a manual bi-throw switch <10> to the input of a high power (1 kW) Travelling
Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) <11>. The microwave switch, the digital
phaseshifter and the TWTA are controlled by a homebuilt fast pulse-generator
<26>. For tuning purposes the microwave power can be led around the
TWTA via two bi-throw switches <10>. The high power microwave pulses are
fed into the resonator <14>. In case of a transmission type resonator the
transmitted signal is directly fed into the receiver circuit; in case of a reflection
type resonator this is done via a circulator <13>. In both cases 1% of the signal is tapped via a directional coupler <15> for diagnostic purposes.
The detection circuit consists of a low noise GaAs-FET amplifier (30dB)
<18> which is protected from the high power excitation pulses by a limiter
<16> and a microwave switch <17> (controlled by the pulse generator
<26>).
The amplified (echo) signal is fed into the second input of the double balanced mixer <7> via a variable attenuator <20> and a DC-block <21> (inserted to prevent groundloops).
The output signal of the double balanced mixer is directed to a broad-band
video amplifier <22>. Finally the amplified echoes (total of 70 dB amplification) are fed into a Boxcar integrator <23> which is triggered by the pulse
generator <26>. The signal can also be monitored on an oscilloscope <32>.
The output signal of the Boxcar integrator can be recorded immediately <24>
or in most cases it is sampled and stored in a Mine 11/23 laboratory minicomputer <25> where the signals are processed and graphically manipulated.
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Figure 2. A) Coherent effects in the standard three-pulse experiment: The Free Induction
Decays of pulses I, II, and III, the two pulse- or Hahn Echo (H.E.), the three-pulse or Stimulated
Echo (S.E.), the Hahn Echo which is refocussed by pulse III (R.E.), the echo formed by pulse II
and HI (Eа ¡и), and the echo formed by pulse I and III ( £ / ///).
B) Timing diagram of a three-pulse experiment with four-step phase cycling. The line indicat
ed with TWT shows the switching of the TWT-amplifier (fig. 1 < 1 1 > ) ; The line indicated with
REC shows the switching of the receiver circuits (switch <17> and the BOXCAR integrator < 2 3 >
in figure 1). The gate of the BOXCAR will be tuned to integrate the area of the stimulated echo
(SE). The subsequent lines (Α-D) indicate the switching of the phase shifter ( < 9 > in figure 1) dur
ing the four components of the pulse sequence. As can be inferred from the figure, each component
experiment has to be programmed in И times, the four components will thus give rise to a 44 time
pulse sequence. The bottom line shows a timing used in a typical experiment. The stimulated echo
intensities in each component experiment are accumulated in the usual way.

ESE-ENDOR experiments are carried out using a 300W RF-amplifier
< 2 9 > fed by an RF-sweeper < 2 7 > of which the output signal is modulated by
an RF-switch < 2 8 > . Obviously, the RF-switch is controlled by the pulse gen-
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erator <26>.
The philosophy in the design of both, hard- and software, components of
the spectrometer is based on the idea of modularity and flexibility. Any
module of the system should be upgradable independent of the other modules.
The operation of the spectrometer hardware is solely the responsibility of the
pulse generator which has its own user-interface. Therefore, tuning, testing
and simple experiments can be carried out independent of the mini-computer
which in these cases is free for other applications such as the processing of pre
viously accumulated experiments. In fact, in many cases the mini-computer can
be replaced by a simple hardware time averaging computer. On the other hand,
the pulse generator is able to communicate via a serial line and a simple protocoll with any host-computer, thus making fully computer controlled experi
ments feasable. The pulse generator has the following specifications:
A hardware time resolution of 10 ns
64 time intervals can be defined ranging from 20 ns to 1 second.
Each time interval can be incremented (or decremented) by variable
amounts (in steps of 10ns) in two stages to support two dimensional exper
iments.
During each time, 8 different gates can be operated.
In figure 2a the basic timing sceme of a three-pulse experiment is presented.
In order to prevent interference of the stimulated echo with "unwanted" echoes,
the waiting time Τ has to be chosen at least twice as long as the time τ (see fig.
2a). Unfortunately this leads to the loss of the initial part of the signal. By cy
cling the relative phases of the three microwave pulses, it is possible to cancel
the unwanted echoes (2). In figure 2b this pulse sceme that consists of 44 times
is illustrated. The pulse sceme employed in our instrument is a modification of
the one proposed by Fauth et al. (2) such that the stimulated echo always has a
positive contribution to the signal and can be accumulated without the need of
post-processing of the data.

/ƒ.2 IDAPS: Interactive Data Acquisition and Processing System
As was already mentioned in section II. 1 the basic philosophy in the spec
trometer design is "modularity and flexibility". Throughout the course of the
project the software has been redesigned, polished, cleaned and massaged
several times so that it evolved into a large system of routines and modules
which can be developed further separately depending on the hardware changes
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and future types of experiments. The software was written on a lab-computer
(MINC 11-23) in PDP-11 assembler under the operating system RT-11. The
complete description is beyond the scope of this thesis and the interested
reader is referred to some internal reports (3). Some general aspects of the
design, however, may be interesting enough to touch upon in this section.
The IDAPS program is designed as an extendable system of subroutines to
control any multidimensional (real time) experiment in which point to point
data-acquisition is involved. Such an experiment will produce an analogue signal as a function of one or more experimental conditions (Time, Field, Frequency, Temperature, Orientation.... etc). In the application of Electron Spin
Echo Spectroscopy the program has to communicate with several devices (see
fig. 1):
A Boxcar integrator <23> which produces the analogue integral of one or
more Electron Spin Echoes. This signal is fed into an A/D channel of the
MINC laboratory computer <25>.
A pulse programmer <26> which will signal IDAPS when the echo signal
is ready to be sampled by the A/D converter.
An RF-sweeper to control ENDOR experiments <27>. This device is
connected to a Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) channel of the
MINC laboratory computer.
A display scope for real time display of the experimental and processed
data. This device is driven by two DAC channels of the MINC laboratory
computer.
The program can be adapted to work with other experimental setups by writing
new device drivers to control the peripheral devices involved in the experiment.
Because of the flexibility of the program in its applications, the user interface
has to be "device oriented". This means that the program acts as an interface
between the user and the equipment which performs the experiment. Therefore, the user has to approach the devices involved individually.
In figure 3 the top level SADT-diagram* of IDAPS is scetched. In this diagram both, experimental and user, data-flow are shown. The names in the
boxes refer to the five different tasks the system is able to perform. The names
on the arrows indicate the type of data which is transferred between the taskmodules. Each task is implemented in one or more program submodules.

+

"SADT" is short for Structured Analysis and Design Technique. "SADT' is a trademark of SofTech corporation of Massachusetts USA.
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The monitor task-module interprets the user input which may consist of
commands to set system variables (experimental parameters, filenames ... etc),
to switch from task environment (mode) or to execute a system function (start
an experiment, process data ... etc). In figure 4 the SADT diagram of the
monitor is sketched. The procedure to process a user input-string is as follows:
When a system function needs user-input, it sets the delimitter list, and sets the
"prompt-string" to tell the user (when necessary) what kind of input is requested. The routine "isolate item" checks whether any input-item is left in the
input-buffer. If the buffer is empty, the module "get user input" is activated
which actually types the promptstnng on the console terminal and waits until
the user types a response. During the waiting or "idle" loop of the monitor, important system processes are monitored (behaviour of slow sweep-devices, messages from device drivers). The input string typed by the user is stored in the
input-buffer. This buffer is passed to the module "isolate item" which will use
the delimitter list to select the first input-item. This item is passed to the processing module "convert item" where it is either recognized as a command, or
converted into a numerical representation. When the conversion failed, an error message is generated and the input buffer is flushed. The control is passed
again to module "get user input" which will repeat the prompt message. In case
of a succesful conversion, the system function (which asked for input) is executed and the resulting messages are directed via the "handle ouput" module to the
console terminal. The monitor has the following design features.
The vocabularies are implemented as linked lists (see fig. 5). Therefore, a
hierarchic command structure is possible presenting the user only those
commands which are appropriate in a given task environment. Moreover,
this structure is extremely usefull in building a modular system since every
task module can be made to correspond to a node in the vocabulary list.
The monitor is implemented as a 'Threaded Interpretive Language". This
in principle enables "macro processing", i.e. supplying the user with the
possibility of defining his own commands. In the current system this
feature is not yet implemented. A feature of immediate convenience is the
fact that the input can be supplied in a continuous string of (abbreviated)
commands without the need of waiting for replies or new prompts. Hence
the system behaves friendly to both beginning and experienced users.
Figure 3. Toplevel SADT-diagram of IDAPS. Boxes represent actions; arrows represent flow
of data, arrows entering downwards carry control data, arrows entering horizontaly carry passive
data. Double arrows with dots indicate a feedback oi two-ways trafic of data.
Figure 4. SADT-diagram of monitor module. Note that the data-flow is consistent with the
top level diagram.
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The central data structure of IDAPS is the "Mode Descriptor Block". As
an example, the data structure of the SETUP mode and the SWEEP
(sub)mode are shown in figure 5. The SETUP mode is reached by typing
"SETUP" after initial program loading (other possible commands are
"XSTART", "XSTOP", "XRESUME" to start, stop and resume and experiment,
respectively). It is the environment which enables the user to setup the parameters of the software device drivers which control the hardware devices that
perform the actual experiments. Also the way in which the experimental data is
arranged (number and size of buffers, storage device, ...) can be specified in
this mode. In other words, the whole experiment is defined in the SETUP
mode. The first address of the Mode Descriptor Block is the pointer to the
code to be executed by the monitor on recognition of a keyword. In this case,
"Mode Code" and "Argument Code" are the executable code. The subsequent
field in the "Mode Descriptor Block" are the arguments to this code. The
recognisable keywords are stored in the so called "Directory" of the current
Mode. Referring to figure 5, let us suppose the system in the SETUP mode.
This means that the current prompt message is "setup:" and the current directory pointer points to the linked list of directory entries starting with keywords
"sweeper", "receiver", "aquisition".,.. Each directory entry consists of a modepointer, a pointer to the keyword-string and a pointer to the next directory entry. When the user types the keyword "sweeper", the monitor will recognize this
keyword, and execute the corresponding code, "Mode Code". This routine simply changes the current prompt-pointer and the current directory-pointer to the
new ones. The monitor will now search in the sweepmode directory. When subsequently e.g. the keyword "dimension" is typed, the related code, "Argument
Code" is executed. This code prompts the user to specify a list of numerical arguments: "nsamp" = the number of accumulated in one channel; "nchanl" =
the number of channels per buffer in the first dimension of the experiment;
"nsweepl" = the number of sweeps over one buffer in the first dimension... etc.
After this procedure, the system returns to the SWEEP mode of the monitor.
When the keyword "return" is recognized in any mode, the previous mode is restored using the return-pointer in the Mode Descriptor Block. The Mode
Descriptor Block may also contain ENTRIES to subroutines which are execut-

Figure 5. Data structure of SETUP mode. Boxes indicate memory locations In this case
these memory locations contain adresses of other memory locations such as starting adresses of executable code The names inside the boxes specify the nature of the pointer. The arrows lead to the
referred memory locations and the quoted names indicate asen strings m memory. The "code
boxes" at the top contain executable code NIL indicates the end of a linked list The monitor loop
reads a command string from the terminal, isolates a command from this string, recognizes this
command by searching the directory allong the arrows and then executes the corresponding code.
"Modecode" switches the monitor to a new environment by modifying the prompt and the directory
pointer
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INTERACTIVE DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM

ed during an experiment via interrupt service routines. This design feature
makes it possible to access all routines in any mode in the same way, namely
via the first address of the Mode Descriptor Block.
How the experiment is actually controlled, is shown in figure 6 where the
SADT diagram of the "Experiment" task-module is presented. During the experiment no user input is needed since the hardware devices communicate with
the system via interrupt signals. Therefore, all routines controlling the experiment and the data acquisition are interrupt service routines functioning according to the setup arguments previously supplied by the user.
Three different tasks have to be performed: The device producing the
data-samples is controlled by the "receiver-device-driver". In the current implementation this is a simple routine servicing the interrupts generated by the
pulse-programmer via the A/D converter. The data-samples are transferred to
the "Sweep-device-driver" which stores them temporarily in a ring-buffer (in
core). According to the user-specified sweep- & acquisition-arguments (e.g.
number of points in each dimension) this module is able to control devices
which vary experimental conditions such as the magnetic field strength and
orientation, RF-frequency, temperature, timing ... etc. When the specified
sweep-device (if any) has its correct value a reply signal is generated and the
experiment can proceed.
The acquisition system transfers the data-samples to the experiment buffer
according to the same "sweep- & acquisition-arguments". Moreover, options
such as double precision, automatic scaling, Vernier and backup generation
may be specified.
The experiment buffers are handled by the "Buffer-Ring-System" which is
a Memory Management system designed to interact with any direct access filestructured RT-11 device driver (e.g. Tape, Floppy, Hard Disk and RAM-Disk).
This buffer-ring system plays a central role in the performance of ID APS: both
the Experiment and the Process module are enabled to request for spectrum
buffers. Therefore, already during the experiment, the user is able to process
the spectra and use the display facilities to decide whether the S/N ratio has
reached a satisfactory level. At the end of the experiment the data is automatically stored on the userspecified storage device.
The Process module in combination with the Display system allow the user
to interactively process and plot experimental data units (i.e. parts of the experiment consisting of one or more sweeps in one dimension). Several processing routines are currently implemented: filtering, apodization, Fourier transformation and phase correction. Once a suitable processing procedure is determined (interactively), a single command is sufficient to process an entire multidimensional experiment and store it under a previously specified name.
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CHAPTER ΠΙ

A Variable Temperature ESE-ENDOR resonator
for Single Crystal Studies

E.J. REIJERSE AND A.A.K. KLAASSEN

Department of Molecular Spectroscopy, University of Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

A microwave resonator is descnbed for performing Electron Spin Echo (ESE)
and Electron Spin Echo ENDOR (ESE-ENDOR) measurements on single cry
stals The ENDOR coil arrangement allows the crystal to be rotated about two
independent axes The system operates in a temperature range from 4K to 300K
using a helium flow cryostate
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///. 1 Introduction
ESE experiments require microwave resonators with a low Q (50-500) as
opposed to resonators which are used in conventional CW-experiments. In
order to compensate for the loss in sensitivity of such a resonator, the filling
factor must be increased. In the case of powdered samples one may be able to
make a tradeoff between the filling factor and the sample volume using a con
ventional rectangular TE102 cavity with an enlarged iris in order to reduce the
Q-factor, or one may consider using a cylindrical TMllO-ENDOR-cavity which
combines a relatively low Q (500-1000) with a high ENDOR sensitivity.

Figure 1 Exploded view of the resonator- 1),2) tapered waveguide sections; 3) perspex sup
port for resonating strip, 4) half-λ resonating strip, 5) ENDOR RF-coil arrangement, 6) sample
holder and rotor
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In the case of single crystals these tradeoffs usually cannot be made.
Resonators which satisfy both criteria of low Q and high filling-factor have
been described earlier (1-4). The Q of the resonator described by Davis and
Mims (3,4) can be varied from about 50 to 500 and because of the high filling
factor this resonator is very suitable for measuring small-volume samples. We
describe a modification of this resonator which makes it particularly suitable for
doing both ESE and ESE-ENDOR studies on single crystals.
III.2 The resonator
The modified version of the resonator of Davis and Mims (3,4) is shown in
fig. 1. In the improved design of Hutchinson, a rotor is introduced with its ro
tation axis perpendicular to the strip (5). The crystal is mounted at the end of
a quartz rod in the center of a rotor. In our setup, the position of a 15 turn
pot-meter knob on top of the cryostat is transferred to the rotor via a stainless
steel drive-bar and a worm-wheel arrangement (fig. 2). The accuracy of this
crystal rotation is about 0.2 degrees which is more than satisfactory for most
single crystal studies. Apart from the rotor, also the magnetic field can be ro
tated with a rotating base magnet. In this way the external B0 field and the
microwave Β ι field are perpendicular in all orientations of the crystal. Since in
a pulsed ENDOR experiment it is not essential to keep Β χ and Β ι (ENDOR
RF) perpendicular (because they are applied at different times) it is convenient
to align the В2 field along Β χ keeping them both perpendicular to BQ at all
orientations of the crystal. This is achieved by placing eight posts through the
resonator perpendicular to the strip alignment and, hence, perpendicular to the
microwave electric field. Each post consists of two wires which are connected
in such a way that they form an eightturn Helmholtz-like RF-coil. The posts
are situated at some distance from the strip at a point where the microwave
electric field is at a minimum. The Helmholz-like arrangement ensures a
homogeneous В 2 field at the location of the crystal. In Figure 3 the electric Ε χ
and magnetic fields (Βχ and #2) in the resonator are scematically indicated.
Figure 2 shows an outline of the X-band ESE-ENDOR resonator insert as
used on our department. The resonator and the part connecting it to the input
and output wave-guides are made from brass using spark-erosion techniques.
The half-λ copper strip is contained in a perspex support. The RF-posts consist
of a .2 mm copper wire wound twice through holes of 1 mm in the resonator
wall (see fig. 1). In order to minimize heat-leakage the waveguides as well as
the rotor drive-bar are made from thin-walled stainless steel. Apart from the
sample-rotation port, the insert-flange containes a multipin electrical feedthrough in order to enable RF-irradiation of the sample and to measure the
temperature directly at the resonator wall. For the latter purpose a callibrated
carbon resistor is used for the low temperature range and a Pt-100 resistor for
the range 20K-300K.
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Figure 2 ESE-ENDOR resonator assembly 1) microwaves in (excitation), 2) microwaves
out (echo detection), 3) multipin electncal feedthrough, 4) ENDOR RF-coaxial line, 5) sample rotation dnve, 6) sample holder and rotor, 7) -20dB crossguide coupler for monitoring the microwave
pulses, 8) waveguide tapenng section
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Ш.З Results
The ESE-ENDOR configuration was tested with the ESE-ENDOR spec
trometer which has been described recently (6,7). l4N ESE-ENDOR spectra
were measured of 1% doped Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis(N,N-di-ethyl-dithiocarbamate)
and tetra-butyl-ammonium Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis(cis 1,2-dicyanoethene-dithiolate)
For both complexes the 14N ESEEM as well as the 1 3 C and lH CW-ENDOR
spectra were measured previously (6,8-10). In addition for the dithiocarbamate
complex also the lAN CW-ENDOR spectra are known (11,12).
Single crystals of these complexes (size 0.8*2*2 mm3) were oriented with
the magnetic field either parallel or perpendicular to the molecular plane. All
experiments were carried out at a temperature of 15K using the stimulated (3pulse) echo sequence. Microwave pulses of 20 ns and an RF-pulse of 200 μβ
were used; the timespace between the first and the second microwave pulse was
set at the optimum value of 500 ns. The microwave power was about 1 kW
whereas for the RF-power approximately 100 W was needed for optimum ENDOR response. In the frequency range from 10 to 15 MHz proton ENDOR
effects (reduction of the stimulated echo) of 70% were observed for both com
plexes. Figure 4 shows some typical 14/V ESE-ENDOR spectra recorded in the
low frequency range (1-5 MHz) with the B0 field oriented in the molecular
plane. All spectra were recorded with one RF sweep from 1 to 5 MHz in 180 s.
The ENDOR linewidth was about 5 kHz for both complexes, which is compar-

Figure 3 Perspective view of the resonating strip and part of the ENDOR RF-coil The
electric (E) and magnetic fields (B^ and В 2) are sccmatically indicated For clarity reasons only
four of the eight ENDOR posts are shown
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able to the 5-7 kHz linewidth observed in the 1 4 N CW-ENDOR spectra of the
dithiocarbamate complex (12). ENDOR effects of 10% were observed for
most lines whereas for the ΔηιΙ=2 transitions ENDOR effects of 20% could be
reached.
III. 4 Conclusions
The ENDOR arrangement in the stripline resonator described above en
ables single crystal studies with full-rotational freedom in a large temperature
range. The ESE-ENDOR response is very good at proton frequencies and sa
tisfactory at UN frequencies. The frequency resolution is excellent.
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CHAPTER IV

Spectral Simulations

IV. 1 Magres, a General Spin hamiltonian Program.
Already in the early stages of the EPR work in the department of Molecular Spectroscopy one felt the necessity to calculate and simulate the spectra of
complicated paramagnetic spin systems. This resulted finally in the computer
program MAGRES that was developed over the years and was applied to calculate single crystal spectra of paramagnetic systems with non-coinciding interaction tensors (1,2). The program is able to work with any number of spin
particles (electrons and nuclei) with any spin quantum number. Apart from the
Zeeman interaction, a particle is allowed to have an interaction with any other
particle (hyperfine, exchange, J-coupling) including itself (quadrupole- and
zero-field interaction). These interactions may be specified as isotropic, symmetric or asymétrie tensors in a laboratory frame of axes. Obviously, the
quadrupole- and zero-field interactions can only be specified by symmetric
traceless tensors. A typical hamiltonian is the following:
3ib = μ^Β· 8 ·8 + Σ > Α , · Ι ,

+

S

.D.S

+

21,-Q,·I, - Σ Υ Λ , Μ Μ ,

[1]

The hamiltonian matrix HQ is set up in the laboratory frame using spin matrices
S*, Sy and S2 and Ix, Ιγ and Iz and direct product techniques. To save comput
ing time when calculating a series of spectra with different magnetic field orien
tations, the field independent part Hz and the field dependent part HBa of the
hamiltonian (for a field strength unity) are calculated and stored separately.
For each magnetic field direction the field dependent hamiltonian is calculated
and combined with the field independent part. The resulting hamiltonian matrix
HQ = Hz + BxHBo is diagonalized:
г

E = С НоС

[2]

yielding the diagonal eigenvalue matrix E and the eigenfunction matrix C. If
transition probabilities are needed the matrix НВ] of the the perturbation ham
iltonian is set up on the same basis-functions as used for HBo and thereafter
transformed into the H0 representation:

cmBic

=τ

[3]

yielding the transition moment matrix T. This "two-index" transformation is
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optimized for a sparse WBl-matrix by avoiding multiplication by zero elements
of // fl| and by selecting the transitions in the spectral range of interest. The ob
tained set of transition positions and intensities can be plotted with a standard
lineshape function (Lorentzian, Gaussian, absorption or derivative) of variable
width. The program is written as a subroutine that can be called by a minimiza
tion program. The error function to be minimized is

e = ZlCp-viflfc|2

[4]

л

where v e x p and \Cttlc are the experimental and calculated spectral positions,
respectively. The minimization program may have as its minimizing arguments:
the tensor elements (or the tensor orientations and the principle values), and
the directions of the intersection lines of the planes in which the experiments
were carried out. With the latter variation possibility, the effect of the experi
mental error made in the orientation of the crystal may be reduced (for an ap
plication of this feature see (1)).
Recently the program has been adapted for the simulation of powder spec
tra (3). To this end, a spiral of orientations over half a unit-sphere is taken as
the set of magnetic field orientations for which the spectra are "integrated".
Typically 1000 - 10000 orientations are needed for a more or less smooth
powder spectrum.
In the course of the current project on ESEEM spectroscopy, the program
MAGRES has been extended to calculate ESEEM and ENDOR spectra relat
ed to a user specified EPR excitation range. These applications will be dis
cussed in sections 3 and 4. First we will discuss some computational details and
some possible optimizations of the program that are useful in the subsequent
discussion of special techniques (ESEEM and ENDOR).
IV.2 Methods of reducing the computing time
The program in its current form uses the brute force method by calculating
the complete spin hamiltonian matrix with all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
Although this takes considerable computing time, the method works excellent
for most single crystal applications, the advantage being that the program can
be applied to any (orbitally non-degenerate) spin system. There are several
reasons, however, to speed up the calculation of single crystal and powder
spectra with the restriction that the general applicability of the program is
maintained:
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1)

The time limiting steps in the spectral simulations are the diagonalization
of the spin hamiltonian matrix [2] and the similarity transformation [3] to
obtain the transition moments. These steps have a complexity of, respec
tively, the second and the third power of the total spin multiplicity, N, of
the system. The necessary computer memory increases with N2. Adding
spin particles to the hamiltonian increases the total spin multiplicity very
rapidly. Therefore, ligand systems with many interacting nuclei will not
be accessible to the program in this form.

2)

ESEEM simulations use algorithms with even a higher complexity (N 4 ).
Especially ESEEM powder simulations are, therefore, limited to small
systems. The majority of the interesting systems, however, involves hy
perfine couplings with several (ligand) nuclei which leads to a large total
spin multiplicity.

3)

Many interesting materials are only available in powder form. The EPR
and related spectra of these compounds are difficult to analyse since
peak assignment is almost impossible. Therefore, an important applica
tion of the simulation program would be the fitting of powder spectra.
Since many iterations are needed to optimize such a fit, the calculation
of the individual powder spectra must be as efficient as possible.

IV. 2.1 Reduction of the spinmultiplicity
Since the dimensionality of the spin system is the most important factor
that influences the computing time, it would be very worthwhile to reduce the
multiplicity of the problem in a justified way. In the case of a paramagnetic
centre interacting with several (ligand) nuclei via small hyperfine interactions a
"legal" way of reducing the multiplicity without being unacceptably inaccurate,
is to partition the hamiltonian into sub-hamiltonians: All "strong" interactions
are contained in a so called "core" hamiltonian, e.g.
Χξ = μ»В-g-S + S-A -I
CH

CU

+ ICu.Qc«.lC« _ γ ^ Β - Ι 0 "

[5]

for an electron in a copper complex. The nuclei with small couplings to the
paramagnetic centre are contained in separate sub-hamiltonians:
ЭС& = S-A*-·!*· + I ¿ -P L -I L - YhB-IL

[6]

resulting in the total hamiltonian
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OCo = « f + Σ-^Ο"

[7]

L

The essence of this approximation will be that the core hamiltonian eigenstates
are supposed not to be influenced by the weak interactions of the other nuclei
which are treated as "ligands", i.e. no mixing of core eigenfunctions is allowed.
In other words: the ligand hamiltonians are treated in the "effective field" of the
core hamiltonian. It is implied, therefore, that there be no degeneracy in the
core levels and that the energy separation between the core levels is much
larger than that between the ligand levels.
The first step of the procedure is to diagonalize the matrix of the core
hamiltonian:
CfHcC

= Ec

[8]

This yields Nc eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. In the case of one ligand L, for
each core eigenfunction ?„, with eigenvalue en, a ligand sub hamiltonian matrix
is calculated:
c„ í ®í/ z -.H L c > n ®í; í · = Я^

[9]

where H1 is set up in the full (N L xNc) multiplicity of the total hamiltonian
matrix. i/ L is the unit matrix of dimension 2 / L + l . As a result we have H/¡- of
dimension 2/ L + l, defined on the core representation of eigenstate η. In fact,
the transformation [9] is merely a limited" similarity transformation of the
ligand hamiltonian to the core representation retaining only the matrix ele
ments belonging to one core eigenfunction. The transformation can be done
very efficiently since HL is a sparse matrix.
A practical implementation of this method is suggested by Mims (3): The
ligand hyperfine interaction is factored out in the following way:
X s / = s-A-I = Ι, Σβ„8, + Ι, Σα„8,· + І г J e « S ,
!

The matrices of ^X/S;

are

I

i = x,y,z

[10]

I

calculated in the basis of the core hamiltonian and

subsequently transformed to the core representation retaining only diagonal
elements.
Hsl = / , ® Σ ί + /,®S, C + / г ® 2 г с

[11]

The diagonal elements of Zf, Σ^ and Σ f are the coefficients to set up the Xsi
contributions of the ligand hamiltonian in each core eigenstate, ?„,
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Ht = Σ?(η ,n )IXL + Σ^η ,η )IyL + Σ?(η ,η )ƒ/• + ^pt,·^

[12]

ч

- iii\Bxit + Вуі^ + вгт
The resulting sub-hamiltonians Hj; are now diagonalized separately yield
ing eigenvectors /ЛіІ and eigenvalues e^, ( matrices Ln and Ef; ) . The indices
n,i indicate ligand level i, associated with core level n. The transition moments
between the core levels and between the ligand levels are calculated separately:
CfHfC

= Tc with elements < c n | H f | c m >

[13]

L^HkLn = Ti- with elements </„,, |Hf \lm,,>
where Яр and Η χ are the core- and ligand perturbation hamiltonians, respec
tively, describing the interaction with the EM-field. The total transition proba
bilities are easily calculated from these components:
Pn,^m,, = | < с п / п , , | я р + я [ | c m / m > y > | 2

[14]

= \<c„\Hf | c m > < / n , | / m / > + о п , т < / т | Я Н / т ; > 1 2
For pure EPR work (n^m) only the first term has to be calculated, while for
pure NMR work only the second term has to be retained, thus leading to a sig
nificant simplification of the calculating procedure. For ESEEM as a pure EPR
technique, this method is particularly useful. In fact, as will be discussed in
section 3, the ESEEM modulation relations are derived using the same formal
ism of sub-hamiltonians. For ENDOR as a double resonance technique, in
principle both terms in [14] have to be calculated.
This procedure of subdivision of the problem opens possibilities for major
shortcuts in the calculating process since, depending on the type of the experi
ment, parts of the calculation can be skipped. The implementation in
MAGRES can be arranged such that the user has a free choice of grouping
particles and interactions into the core-, and one or more sub-hamiltonians. If
no interaction between particles in different ligand sub-hamiltonians is allowed,
each ligand can be treated separately.
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IV.2.2 Powder calculations: interpolating single crystal spectra
A significant problem in the calculation of powder spectra is the "noise"
caused by the limited number of single crystal spectra in the integration. It
would be worthwhile to compute spectra at intermediate orientations to fill up
the gaps, without actually calculating them but, by deriving them from spectra
that were calculated for nearby field orientations. One very simple and efficient
way of doing this is to make use of first order perturbation theory. To this end
the field dependent part of the hamiltonian, DCBo, is rewritten as:

^во = Βχ0ΣΣ8χ^μ, + Β?ΣΣε№κ + BÍZZSÍAV*
k l

k i

[is]

k l

= B?FX + B?Fy + 5Z0FZ

= B0¥
where i=x,y,z and к runs over the particles in the spin system. The total ham
iltonian can be written as
DCQ

= X2 + So-f

[16]

where H z is the field independent part. Suppose a single crystal spectrum is cal
culated for field BQ and w e wish t 0 calculate the spectrum at a slightly different
magnetic field В. The perturbed hamiltonian is now defined as
X = DCQ + d-F
where d = B-B0.

[17]

The eigenvalue problem can now be written as
(Яо + dF)C

= EC

where С = (С 0 + 7 · ? 1 + ...) and E = (E0 + 1È1
in ¿Г yield the first order equations:

[18]
+ ...). The terms linear

(HoCi + FyC0) = (C 0 E^ + C^E0)

[19]

with у = x,y,z. Making use of the orthogonality of C 0 , the fact that Яо is hermitian and the fact that E0 is diagonal, we obtain:
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Εγ1 = C0fFyC0

y = x,y,z

[20]

In the matrices Ey only the diagonal elements are retained thus yielding the
first order dependencies of the eigenvalues on the x,y and ζ components of the
magnetic field. These can be used to calculate the shift in spectral positions as
a result of a small change d in magnetic field. An analogous calculation of the
corrections for the spectral intensities is not feasible, since this would involve a
first order perturbation treatment of the eigenfunctions, which has about the
same complexity as an entire new calculation. It can easily be shown, however,
that a first order perturbation treatment of the transition probabilities will nev
er reveal any transitions that are completely forbidden in zero order. When Ρ
is the transition matrix in the Яо representation, the first order corrected one is
given by P0+dPl.
As a consequence, the transition probability Pnm can be
written as
(Pnm)2 = C l ) 2 + 2d-P¿mPL + higher order terms

[21]

and Pnm = 0 if Fn0m = 0. Using the above procedure, it is possible to define a
very dense grid of orientations over the unit sphere, for which only say 10% of
the spectra must be fully calculated. The rest can be interpolated. This would
yield an enormous reduction in computing time.
This treatment would also lead to a slight optimization of the individual
(exact) single crystal calculations: According to equation [16], the field dependency part of the hamiltonian is calculated from the components Fx, Fy and Fz
which need to be calculated only once. Therefore, the conversion of the interaction tensors and spin matrices into a hamitonian matrix of the final multiplicity, has been completely reduced to a preconditioning step for the subsequent calculations of spectra along a series of different magnetic fields.
IV.3 ESEEAÍ calculations.
The calculation of Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation intensities for
an arbitrary spin system is based on the expressions that have been derived by
Mims (3). In order to illustrate the implementation of these relations into
MAGRES and to indicate possible extensions of these relations to ESEENDOR, we will briefly review the derivation of these expressions.
The main task in describing a pulsed Magnetic Resonance experiment is to
find an expression for the evolution of the density matrix ρ during the succes
sive radiation pulses (along the x-axis) and free precession intervals. The ex
pectation value of the transverse magnetization My can be obtained from the
density matrix at any time from the relation
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<Λί,>(0 =

[22]

Tr(ß(t)My)

The hamiltonian is defined the same way as in section 2.1 equation [7], i.e. it is
divided into a core contribution (e.g. an electron coupled to a Cu-spin) and one
or more ligand contributions (e.g. one or more nitrogen spins coupled to the
electron spin). The following treatment will be limited to one ligand because,
as will be demonstrated, the extension of the final expressions to more ligands
is very straightforward. The following hamiltonian is used:
DC — DCQ + DCQ +

[23]

!K\(t)

where xfr and DCo are defined in equations [5] and [6]. With MAGRES, the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of XQ+DCQ are calculated exactly, i.e. including
all anisotropy. For S = 1/2 and at X-band fields, the eigenvalues can be distinguished into two manifolds, separated by ~ the X-band frequency if hyperfine and other interactions for copper and the ligands have "normal" magnitudes. Although the eigenfunctions are mixtures of т5 = +1/2 and -1/2 (due
to anisotropic hyperfine) we will indicate the two manifolds as α and β for sim
plicity reasons. The time dependent perturbation hamiltonian X\(t) is con
sidered to induce only transitions between different "т5" manifolds. The
remaining matrix elements are calculated exactly by MAGRES, taking account
of the g-anisotropy. Therefore, we can write the matrix of Xi(t) = IVcoswt in
the # o representation as follows:
2<φ, α |ν / |φ^>ΰ08ωί
Hi(t) =

2<фР| г |ф / а >со5ш?

0

[24a]

where φ, are eigenfunctions of XQ. The time dependence can be decomposed
into two counter-rotating components, one of which is neglected because it is
far off-resonance:

»i(0 =

α

,ω

0

<φ1 |ν|φ£>Ε?- '

<φ„ β |Κ|φ ; α >^ ω '

о

[24b]

The matrix can be rewritten as

Яі(0

=

β

- ι » Σ?'

о
Г ι-

и 0

α

,к
0

ιωΣΐ'

[24c]

where Σ? is defined as —
0 -и (UJ is the unit matrix of the dimension of
s
2
the α and β manifolds). The time dependence can now be removed by the
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transformation (to the "rotating frame"):
&ι = e""*' ЗД) ε-,ωΣί'

=V

[25]

The transformation [25] is equivalent to transforming the eigenfunctions φ, of
X0 into e * ' " " ^ , (- for the α-manifold and + for the ß-manifold); in other
words: the time dependence is transferred from the operator X\(t) to the
eigenfunctions of the stationary Hamiltonian. As a concequence, the full hamiltonian must be transformed with the same transformation. In order that the
eigenfunctions of the time dependant Schrödinger equation are invariant, this
results in the transformed hamiltonian:
$CN = (^OC + Xo) - ΐιωΣχ + ν

[26a]

This is the hamiltonian working during nutation periods of a pulse sequence.
For a zero resonance field, i.e. during free precession periods, we can write the
hamiltonian as:
DCF = (5ibc + X£ ) - tuoZs

[26b]

The time dependence of the density matrix in the rotating frame is ex
pressed as:

f 4M

Ρ7"

The general solution for an arbitrary time interval is given by:
<5('2) = e

h

(ΚΙ)*"

[28]

Neglecting the time period of the microwave pulses, the time evolution during
a three-pulse ESE experiment can now be written as:
£(2τ+Γ+ί) = R^lr+T+t)

0(0) Λ(2τ+Γ+ί)

[29]

where R(t) = e1^-'. The rotation operator, R, is composed of the subsequent
nutation and free precession operators:
Λ(2τ+Γ+ί) = RNRF(T)RNRF{T)RNRF(T+t)

[30]

The rotation matrices RF(t) = e1^* ' which account for the free precession in
tervals are easy to calculate since HF in the H0 representation is completely di
agonal. Therefore, RF(j) will be diagonal as well:
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Rß(i)(x)

_

= e

ι (ω," - Vto)T

Α^)(τ) = β

, ( ω | + ,Λω)τ

[31]

α

ω, and ω | are the eigenvalues in the α and β "ms" manifolds, repectively, ex
pressed in frequency units.
The nutation matrices Я\(ір) = e
are somewhat more involved to
calculate. The common procedure is first to diagonalize the nutation hamiltonian which is defined in [26a] :
VN HN VN -

[32]

AN

subsequently calculating the exponential nutation operator in this representa
< М »,
tion: e Л and then transforming back to the Яо representation:

R

- V M^" W

[33]

Where tp is the pulse duration (negligibly short as compared to the precessing
time intervals). Let's consider the effect of this procedure on an EPR transi
tion element connecting two core eigenstates a, and β / using a standard two
level treatment:
<ф,а|

E'-WJto
^Λτία,,β,,} =

р

а

<фп |У|фІ >

|фР>

£nP+V2hœ

[34]

in a simplified notation:
с О
О с

+

a

b

b'

-а

[35]

Where
a = 1 /2(£; ι α -£; η β -ίιω), с =

ЩЕ^+ЕЦ)

and
b = <ф,а|

|фР> = | Ь | е ' ф ь

Defining
5ίη2η =

(а2+ЬЬ'Уп

we obtain eigenvalues £^2 = c±p
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and

coslx]
=
^^,|

(p = (а2+ЬЬ'Ул)

(а2+ЬЬ'Ул

[36]

with column eigenvectors
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-ΐίηη e

cosr\

V„ =

8ΐηη e

'Φι.

'Фб

[37]

COST]

The angle η is a measure of the mixing between the connected levels. When
the radiation frequency is at resonance, the levels are degenerate in the rotat
ing frame and the mixing is at a maximum (a=0; η = π/4). After transforming
back to the #o representation, the corresponding part of RN looks like:

„"»t'l»

cos η e " ' + sin η e
2isinì]cosT\ e

'"

2isini\cosr\-'φ»
e sin((aptp)

sin((ûptp) cosni e

pp

+ sin^e ''f

[38]

Where шс = сД and ω^ = ρ/h. In the case of on-resonance excitation
(η = π/4), the nutation part reduces to:
cosu)ptp

ia>cip

ie'^bsinoiptp

ie

sincüpfp
[39]

cosoiptp

while for completely off-resonance excitation (a>>b) the off-diagonal elements
disappear. In this case the nutation operator reduces to a free-precession operator:
0

„KM»

0

[40]

.+'ω„<„

The microwave pulses used in an ESEEM experiment usually excite only one
core EPR transition, i.e only one EPR transition is at resonance, while the oth
ers are completely off-resonance. For the description of an ESEEM experiment
it is, therefore, sufficient to treat the core part as a two-level system. In the
case of short, intense microwave pulses, however, the ligand levels associated
with these two core levels are connected completely at resonance. This is the
reason why in [23] Яо was divided into a "core" and a "ligand" part. For the cal
culation of the eigenvalues there is no distinction between core and ligand. For
the derivation of the modulations due to the ligand, however, we assume that
all ligand levels belonging to one core-level are at the same time in resonance,
i.e. the spread due to the ligand interactions is much smaller than the pulsewidth. In that case the nutation matrix can be written in the complete Яо
representation as:
UcosWptp

."»c'p

іЛ#

,ф

» SinCDpfp

iMsinü}ptpe'
Ucosoìp tp

ь

[41]
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Where U is the unit matrix, and M is the "ligand overlap" matrix defined as
M = <L a + |Lß> (see [13,14]). Both matrices have dimension NL. Also the
free precession operators can be represented in terms of submatrices:
Ята О

Л* (τ) =

; *«(,·,,·)-e»"* = е '<«·"-**

О Λτβ

[42]

It has been shown by Mims (3) that equation [29] can be multiplied manually
using this sub-hamiltonian treatment retaining only terms for which phase can
cellation takes place at the time of the echo, resulting in:
<M >(2t+7)

'

= whïïRe
+

Tr(RîfMfR?RfiMRÎMfR?RfM)

Гг(Я^Я#М#'ЛтаМ#Л!Л#И*/1«Л#)|

[43]

The free precession operator products of the form R^Rj can be replaced by
R +T· The two modulation terms are now equivalent under interchange of τ
and τ + Γ . Therefore, defining τ' = τ+Γ, we can write:
X

¥

<Му>(2т+Т) = 4 [ (т',т) +

(т,х')]

[44]

where ν(τ\τ) is expressed as:
Κ(τ',τ) =

=

*

Tr(R^MfRfMRfMfR?M)

2(27ТіУ { Σ^!'-<α?)τ^-ω")τΜ;ηΜ],Μ;,Μίη

+ CC

[45]

+ CC 1

Indices i,j and k,n run over the α and β Ms manifolds respectively. Expression
[45] can be simplified further by combining with the complex conjugate:
(х\т)

= Xo + V42XVCOS<T'

+
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[46]
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+

ΧιΜπ costo "т'совш&т

Σ
i>¿,*>n

where the modulation coefficients are defined as follows:
χ

°

=

|Μ

27ττ;ξ '*

[47]

14

ъ-2Ег?І"*ІаІ*,Іа
21 м 12

tkn = ^ - Σ Ι ^ . * I 2 I ^m

I

From these expressions, the modulation intensities of a three pulse ESEEM ex
periment as a function of τ or τ' (both experiments are identical in this case)
can be calculated directly from the transition moments M,k and ENDOR fre
quencies ω" and υ>Ιη and the fixed time parameter (τ' or τ).

РІ-\.

ρα _
11

[48]

Пкп + ΣΧιΜπ COSOÏ/JT

»ι

1

^Хіу + Σ t,hkn
k>n

" 2

cosœ^t

The second term represents the so called "suppression effect" causing modulation of the intensity as a function of τ with frequencies of the opposite ιη3 man
ifold. E.g when x,hkn = ~l/'2Xii ( a s ' s the case for spin 1=1/2), frequency ω^ is
completely suppressed when τ is chosen an integer times 2π/ωΛπ.
For the two-pulse ESEEM experiment a similar expression can be derived.
It is easily inferred from the three-pulse result by putting τ = τ' i.e. T=0:
<My>2T

=

1
{ Tr{R^MfRfMR^MfR^M)
2(2/+ 1)

+ CC }

[49]
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{Хе'<хе,^М'1ПМ1кМ;кМт

к>п

¡>/

+

+ CC }

Σ
i>j,k>n

X.j./tn{cos(œ^ + ω| η )τ + cos(œ? - ω^)τ}

with the same basic intensities χ,;· and χ Λ „. The terms χ,; к п which in the threepulse experiment were involved in the suppression effect, are now producing
sums and differences of ENDOR frequencies belonging to opposite ms mani
folds.
It is easy to show, in fact, that in a two-dimensional three-pulse experi
ment (i.e. recording the stimulated echo as a function of both τ and τ') cross
peaks of intensity x,;jtn occur at positions (ω,^,ω^) in the two-dimensional fre
quency spectrum, correlating frequencies of different ms manifold to each oth
er. This feature can be used to assign peaks in complicated ESEEM spectra as
is nicely demonstrated by Merks et al. (4) and Barkhuysen et al. (5).
Relations [48] and [49] are the actual expressions implemented in
MAGRES. The first step is to calculate the basic modulation intensities χ,;
and xkn. To save computing time in calculating three-pulse modulation spectra,
the suppression term in [48] may be omitted thus giving rise to a "suppression
free" spectrum. The experimental analogue would be a two-dimensional
ESEEM spectrum integrated over one dimension. The suppression term in [48]
is so to say integrated over al possible values of τ leading to the average of
zero. Since the sub-hamiltonian approximation is not yet implemented in
MAGRES, instead of the ligand overlap matrix M, the full transition moment
matrix Τ is used (see eq [3]). The transition moments are weighed with the
lineshape function associated with the excitation area:
T¡k = Τ* G((û0-iùik)

[50]

where ω 0 is the microwave excitation frequency. This feature opens the possi
bility of calculating powder ESEEM spectra of systems with an anisotropic
core-hamiltonian (e.g. a Copper complex with anisotropic g and A-tensor such
as the one studied in Chapter VI).
The extension of the modulation expressions to the case of more than one
interacting ligand, is quite straightforward since in our sub-hamiltonian approxi
mation the ligands are treated completely independently from each other.
Therefore, the resulting submatrices of the α and β manifold are merely direct
product expansions between the individual ligand submatrices:
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MLìL2 = ML' (g) ML2
paL\l'2

_

"Λί

— ΚΝ

[51]

D a L l /C* p a L 2

V9

K

N

Using the theorem Tr(A®B) = TrAxTrB, the traces in equation [45] and
[49] can be factored out into the contributions of the individual ligands. The fi
nal expression for the two- and three pulse ESEEM experiment on multi ligand
systems are quite compact:
<My >snm (2τ+ Γ) = Π Nk Vk (τ,τ') + J l "к Vk (τ' ,τ)
к
к
<My>2p(2T) =

[52]

YlNkVk(Trì
к

where Nk is some appropriate normalization constant. Note that in the threepulse case only combinations can occur between frequencies of different ligands
but belonging to the same ms manifold, while in the two-pulse case all combi
nation frequencies may be generated. A very efficient way of implementing
these expressions would be to calculate for every ligand sub-hamiltonian the
frequency domain spectrum; subsequently transforming them to the timedomain via an inverse Fast Fourier Transformation; then multiplying all ligand
time-domain spectra and finally, if one would be interested in the frequency
spectrum, a forward Fast Fourier Transformation. Moreover, it can be shown
that when the modulation intensities are small it is sufficient to add the indivi
dual frequency domain spectra directly. In this case the calculations are particu
larly simple. Following the above procedure, and the optimization strategies
sketched in section 2, the fitting of powder ESEEM spectra would become
feasable.

IV.4 ENDOR calculations
The CW-ENDOR technique is a well known alternative for ESEEM spec
troscopy. As will be discussed in Chaper VII, the two techniques yield comple
mentary information since the spectral intensities are bases on different types of
transitions. The ESEEM intensities are governed by the EPR transition mo
ments, while the ENDOR intensities in principle depend on both EPR and
NMR transition probabilities (mainly on NMR). In MAGRES the ENDOR
spectral intensities are calculated as follows:
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Ρ; = Γ ι / ( 2 Γ ι Α σ ( ω 0 - ω ι 4 ) ) χ ( 2 Γ ; Α σ ( ω 0 - ω 7 4 ) ) Χ β ( ί , / )
к
к

[53]

where

к
Ο(ω) is the excitation lineshape around the carrier frequency of the microwave
pulses (ωο). Γ(; are the transition moments between states i and j . B(i,j) is the
Boltzmann equilibrium correction factor. The levels are so to say weighed with
the transition moments of the associated EPR transitions near the pumping fre
quency. Therefore, levels that are not excited by the microwave radiation are
skipped in the calculation. The experimental CW-ENDOR intensities do not
only reflect the NMR transition moments, but also depend on the balance of
cross-relaxation times involved in a CW-experiment. Moreover, instrumental
effects such as the impedance match of the RF-coil may cause deviations of the
experimental intensities from the NMR intensities. Unlike ESEEM, the ENDOR simulations will thus only give a qualitative picture of the experimental
spectrum. It is, therefore, not feasible to try to fit ENDOR powder spectra.
The third technique that was employed in the course of our project was
ESE-ENDOR, the pulsed variant of CW-ENDOR. As was discussed in
Chapter I, the RF irradiation takes place during waiting time Τ of a stimulated
echo sequence. Instead of a desaturation effect like in CW-ENDOR, the ENDOR effect is based on the phase destruction of EPR spin packets during the
3-pulse experiment, thus leading to a reduction of the echo. Apart from the
NMR transitions, also the EPR transition moments and the phase coherence
between them should be included in an ESE-ENDOR simulation. To our
knowledge, no closed form relations are reported for this type of experiment.
Obviously, the starting point of such a calculation would be the evaluation of
the traces in [43] where the free precession operator RT is replaced by an RFnutation matrix. Liao and Hartmann (6) derived an expression following this
procedure, however, under a set of limiting conditions: a very short RF pulse
relative to the waiting time Τ and no modulation effect (i.e. putting the ligand
overlap matrix M in [43] equal to the unit matrix U). When e.g. transition f,g
in the α or β manifold is "hit", the expression of Liao and Hartmann can be
written as:
<My>snm

2

2

= j(\ + —^—{2I-l+2cos V2Q + 2sin i/2ecos[o4-c4]T;})

[54]

where θ is the RF-pulse angle. This expression indicates a modulation of the
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ENDOR effect as a function of τ with the (isotropic) hyperfine frequency

Ks-<4).
The most general approach, however, is to include mixing of the ligand
part of the eigenfunctions (the two sub-hamiltonians Ha and Hp no longer com
mute with each other) i.e. МФ and, therefore, to allow ESEEM as well as
ENDOR effects to occur simultaneously. When the RF frequency is resonant
with some frequency in the α manifold ω^, the matrix Rf in the trace [44]
would have to be replaced by the combined nutation and free precession matrix
Fa(T) (R$ would not be affected). In order to calculate this matrix first the
time dependence of the RF-interaction hamiltonian has to be removed by ap
plying a similar transformation as in eq. [25], i.e. entering the rotating frame
for the nuclear spin coordinates. The hamiltonian in this representation (both
microwave- and RF- rotating frame and #o representation) is expressed analo
gously to [26] as:
XNF = (Xo + Xo) - ΛωΣ5 + hoìrfZ, + Vrf

[55]

The operator that transforms the ligand sub-hamiltonian to the rotating frame
is given by:
RL(t) = e·"**"

[56]

Since the stimulated echo is (phase sensitive) detected at the microwave frequency, this "RF-transformation" should be present only at the time of the RFirradiation and has to be made undone at the time of detection:
/•»(Γ) = Λ ^ τ ^ Τ Ο Λ ^ τ + Γ )

[57]

F represents the RF-nutation operator in the RF-rotating frame. In our case of
a completely selective RF-pulse on an NMR transition f,g in the α-manifold,
the nutation part of Fa(T) has the same shape as [38]:

F^ÍT) = e ,(ü ^ +(u ^'

coscOpf
• ·

isirnüpt e'

ь

-id»,

isiruOpt e

L " J

coscopí

ωρ is the RF-nutation frequency (2wp=y\<f\Hrf\g>\)
ω° and co£ are the
corrections on the precession frequencies of eigenstates f and g, imposed by the
RF-rotating frame. When transition f,g is at resonance, the precession frequen
cies of f and g become equal, i.e. ω°+ω° = ω^+ω^. When the RF irradiation
is present during time T, F(T) has the following elements:
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[59]

ІФ/,ё

FÏ(J) = e"»^

Ffî(T) = cos<apT eiu>?T

FUT) = cos(opTe-'e^e-W-^V^7

F?g(T) = isinUpT
F£(T) = isintOpT

e-i*e'W-***j»n

The expression for the stimulated echo is now converted to
ES** = <My>?ndor{2T+T) = I {

VRF(x+T,T) = 2{2}+l){

(т,т+Г) + ^ х + Г . х ) }

TriRVM'FfRfMRÏM'FfRÏM)

[60]

}

In order to separate the τ-dependence of the ENDOR effect from the Tdependence (time Τ is kept constant in most applications of ESE-ENDOR), it
is convenient to factor out the terms e""7'1 in [59] (ω^ = (Of-a»g), making use
of the fact that ω°-ω£ = ω%—ω°, leading to the following redefinition of Ff:
Ff = RfGfR?
G,ΐ = Ff
Gfg =
G£ =

[61]
(for all i)
isin^pT^e1^

isin(tapT)e~^bemf'T

The new expression of VRF is now:
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VRF(T+T,T)

=

1
2(2/+ 1)

1
2(21+1)

Tr(RfMfRfGfMR^MfRfGfR?R^M)

Σ e^e'^e^MpMsbMMnGhGu·

[62]

+ CC

u'jj'kn

In the limiting case where no forbidden EPR transitions are allowed, the state
mixing matrix M is replaced by a unit matrix U. In this case it is readily in
ferred from equation [62] by putting j = n = i ' and j ' = k = i that the expression
reduces to the one derived by Liao and Hartman (6). Their approximation of
very short RF-irradiation does not seem to be necessary (!).
VfgF=

—Ц-{2со8(ш^-ш^)т5Іп 2 ш / ,Г + 2со82ШрГ +

21-1}

[63]

Where ωρΤ = г , i.e. half the RF-pulse angle. Equation [62] is suitable for
implementation in a simulation program. The stimulated echo as a function of τ
will be modulated by combinations of three frequencies, two from the manifold
in which the NMR transitions are induced, and one from the opposite mani
fold. The resulting signal will be very complicated. To illustrate this complexi
ty, we present the complete ESE-ENDOR signal for the simplest case: S=l/2,
1=1/2 and a 180° RF-pulse on ω α . To this end the following substitutions are
made in eq. [62]:
Gf, = 0

G22 = 0

G ft = ie-'«

iü)i 7"

[64]

G2ai = l e ' V 0 ' 2 7 '

г

M =

ν
-u

•

и
*
ν

After a somewhat tedious but straighforward calculation, the following result is
obtained:
VKt (τ+ Γ,τ) = 41 ν 121 ы I zcosœaT

[65]

+ 2|«| 4 «)8(ωβ+ω α )τ + 21 ν| 4 ΰθ5(ωβ—ω α )τ
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+ 4(1+с05сорт)со8{ша(2т+Г)+ф} I (uYivYe12*" |
where

Іт(и v¿e

ψ

)

The contribution from the ß-manifold is not influenced by the RF-irradiation:
(х,т+Г) = | | 4 + | и | 4 + М 2 | ы | 2 х

[67]

COSC0aT + COSCÜß(T+r) + 2cos(ûaxcosu)p(x+T)
Note that in the case of isotropic hyperfine interaction (u=0) only the third
term in eq. [65] is retained which is equivalent to the expression derived by
Liao and Hartman (6) and by Mims (7). It is striking that according to eq [65]
phase shifted double frequency modulations occur as a function of τ. It would
be interesting to verify this behaviour experimentally.
Summarizing, we can state that although we derived a closed form expres
sion [62] for the ESE-ENDOR effect, in most cases the ESE-ENDOR signal
and, therefore, the corresponding expression will be too complicated to be han
dled without a computer. However, the expression clearly indicates which
combination frequencies can be expected.
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An Electron Spin-Echo Envelope Modulation Study of N Nuclear
Hyperfine and Quadrupole Coupling in Copper(II)/Nickel(II)
Bis(iV^V-di-n-butyl-dithiocarbaniate)
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Depanmenl of Molecular Spectroscopy, University of Nijmegen, Toemooiveld,
6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands
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The electron spin-echo envelope modulation technique (ESEEM) is used to determine
U
the N hyperfine and quadrupole tensors in copper-doped nickel(II) bis(^V^Vf-di-n-butyldilhiocarbamate) The line positions and peak intensities of the Founer-transformed
ESEEM spectra are interpreted using simulated spectra, obtained by diagonalizmg the
füll spin-Hamiltonian matrix The l4N quadrupole tensor can be accounted for theoretically
by extended Huckel molecular orbital calculations. For the interpretation of the MN
hyperfine tensor, however, an unrestricted molecular orbital calculation is necessary.
Therefore, one should be cautious in drawing conclusions about spin-density distributions
from small hyperfine couplings of nuclei in higher coordination spheres © 1984 Academic
Press, Ine

It is well known that the amplitude of the electron spin echo can show a periodic
vanation superimposed on the relaxation decay (1). This modulation effedt is caused
by magnetic interactions between the electron spins and nuclear spins involving in
general (a) hyperfine interactions (HFI), (b) nuclear Zeeman interactions (NZI), and
(c) nuclear quadrupole interactions (NQI). The modulation frequency and amplitude
depend on the magnitude of these interactions. By Fourier transformation of the
echo envelope one obtains Fourier-transformed electron spin-echo envelope modulation spectra (FT-ESEEM spectra) from which the interactions can be determined,
thus offering an alternative to conventional ENDOR (2). One attractive feature of
the FT-ESEEM spectrum is that its intensities depend only on the spin Hamiltonian
of the system and not, as in cw-ENDOR, on any relaxation rate. Therefore, the FTESEEM intensities can be calculated in a straightforward manner (5).
A necessary condition for the observation of the modulation effect is that the
spin states of the system are mixed; i.e., during the excitation of the system by a
microwave pulse both first-order "allowed" and "forbidden" transitions must occur
simultaneously inducing a "branching" over the Ms = +1/2 and Ms = -1/2
manifolds. This requires HFI and/or NQI of the same order of magnitude as the
NZI. In many systems which do have a NQI, this interaction turned out to be
much smaller than the NZI and the HFI. In most of these cases it was neglected
completely to obtain analytical expressions for the modulation pattern (i, 4). Only
in a few instances was the NQI taken into account as a perturbation which affects
only the amplitude of the modulations (5). However, we are interested in vanous
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Jahn-Teller systems with nitrogen-containing ligands (6). Because the nitrogen
atoms are in the second coordination sphere, it is to be expected that their HFI and
most probably also their NQI are of the same order of magnitude as the NZI.
Therefore, in these systems we had no other alternative than to diagonalize the
complete spin-Hamiltonian matrix and to make use of the exact modulation for
mula (i).
Since these Jahn-Teller systems contain at least three sets of two equivalent
nitrogen atoms, which gives rise to very complicated spectra, we decided to measure
first a system with only one set of equivalent nitrogen molecules but with HFI and
NQI which are expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the NZI. For this
model system, we have chosen copper(II)/nickel(II) bisiN.A'-di-H-butyl-dithiocarbamate) (Cu/NKb^dtcb) because much is known already about its electronic structure
from EPR and ENDOR measurements and various molecular orbital (MO) calcu
lations (7-70).
EXPERIMENTAL

The 1% Cu-doped Ni(bu2dtc)2 crystals were grown by slow evaporation of an
acetone solution that contained the two complexes in the appropriate ratio.
Field swept spectra were measured by continuously monitoring the intensity of a
two-pulse echo (pulse sequence: π/2-T-ir-T-echo, i.e., two microwave pulses separated
by time r) while sweeping the magnetic field. These spectra are equivalent to a
conventional cw-EPR spectrum in absorption mode.
The ESEEM spectra were measured using the stimulated echo sequence
(ц-^-т-тг/І-Г-іг/З-т-есІіо) which consists of three equal pulses (//), and sweeping
time Τ between the second and the third pulse. For τ, a constant value of 300 ns
was used. Τ was swept from 1 to 51 /is in steps of 0.1 /xs. The repetition time was
10 ms.
All measurements were carried out at a temperature of 15 К in an Oxford CF200
liquid helium flow cryostat with two orthogonal rotation axes (one inside the
stripline resonator ( β ~ 100 (12)) and one being the cavity itself).
The microwave pulses had a length of 20 ns and were generated by a home-built
programmable pulse generator with a time resolution of 10 ns. They were amplified
by a 1 kW Litton TWT amplifier. The electron spin echoes were sampled and
integrated in a boxcar PAR 162/164. The data were collected and processed in a
MINC 11/23 minicomputer with home-written software. The modulation envelopes
were transformed into the frequency domain using standard procedures: high-pass
filtering (cut-off frequency 50 kHz), Fourier transformation, and transformation to
amplitude mode. The microwave frequency was measured with a Hewlett-Packard
5246L counter, equipped with a 5255A plug-in unit. The magnetic field was
monitored with a Bruker B-NM12 gauss meter.
RESULTS

Determination of the Nitrogen Interactions
Figure 1 shows a typical field-swept spectrum. The host crystal has space group
Fliic, with two magnetically nonequivalent molecules per unit cell. Since the
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FIG. 1. Field-swept spectrum of 1% Cu doped Ni(buidtcb in the YZ piane. Angle with Y axis - 80°
τ - 300 ns.

copper-containing molecules accept the structure of the nickel complex (70, 14),
this gives rise to two copper hyperfine quartets (except when the magnetic field is
along the b axis or in the ac plane). All lines are partly split due to the naturally
occurring "Cu and 65 Cu isotopes, each with a nuclear spin 3/2 but with a slightly
different magnetic moment. From these field-swept ESE spectra we determined the
g, the Cu-HFI, and the Cu-NQI tensors. The principal values are listed in Table 1.
The principal axes of the g tensor are indicated in Fig. 2. They were chosen as the
axes of rotation in the determination of the i 4 N coupling tensors. The maximum g
value and the maximum copper HFI coincide along the normal to the molecular
plane. In the plane, both tensors are almost axial. Surprisingly, the HFI tensor has
been rotated by 29° relative to g. However, one should bear in mind that the error
in the in-plane angle is quite large because of the mentioned near axiality. The Cu
NQI is very small compared to the Cu HFI. Its maximum value coincides with the
maximum Cu HFI and the maximum g value along the normal to the molecular
plane. However, the NQI tensor is clearly nonaxial, as opposed to the other two
tensón.
The ESEEM spectra were recorded by pulsing on one of the copper-hyperfine
lines of one site (marked with an asterisk in Fig. 1). In Fig. 3 a typical ESEEM
spectrum is shown; thefilteredsignal and the FT spectrum are also presented. The
angular dependence of the FT-ESEEM spectra in the YZ plane of the molecule is
shown in Fig. 4. From the comparison of these FT-ESEEM spectra with some
spectra measured for the analogous ethyl complex, we concluded that only the
shaded peaks are due to 14N coupling in the complex. The other signals most
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TABLE 1
Measured and Calculated S Hyperfine, "Cu Hyperfine, and Quadrupole Interaction Tensors
(in Units of 10" 4 cm"') and g Tensor of Cu/NKRjdtcb Complexes
Calculated

Measured
К
Temp
Method

η-Butyl
15 К
ESE

&.

2016
2.023
2 084

g>
g:
Cu-A,
A2

Аг
A-KO

Cu-Л

Л
Ρ;

Ethyl
25 К
ESR"

Ethyl

Η

Η

Η

EH"

EH'

UHFS"

RHFS''

2.019
2 024
2 074

2 020
2 025
2.078

2 029
2.037
2.116

2 029
2 039
2.114

2017
2.020
2 084

43 8 [29]'
39 9 [29]'
-837 [1]'
-817

42 6
41.4
-84 0
-84.5

- 0 9 [2]'
- 0 3 [2]'
1.2 И '

s-л,

102
-5 9
-4.3
116

Ai
Ay

Α-κο

39 6
38 9
-78 6
00

40 6
39.9
-80 5
00

-1.4
-1 3
27

-I 4
-13
28

10.4
-5.1
-5 2
ИЗ

10.3
-5 1
-5 2
117

443
45 0
-89 3
-56 9

38 5
41.1
-79 6
22.9

78
-4 0
-3 8
170

7.8
-3 9
-3 9
122

"g tensor and copper data obtained from ref (10) Sulphur data obtained from Ref {16)
* Data based on EH calculations of Ref (9) with ethyl groups retained
r
Data based on EH calculations of Ref (9) with ethyl groups replaced by protons.
^ Data obtained from Ref (5)
' Angle of the principal axis with the corresponding one of the g tensor.

probably originate from strong couplings with protons of neighbor molecules. From
the line positions in the three measured planes (depicted in Fig. 5), it can easily be
concluded that the 14 N coupling tensors are almost axial in the XY plane. This gave
a clue to the assignment of the peaks in the spectra: model calculations could be
restricted to axial and coinciding HFI (AN) and NQI (PN) tensors. They led to the
assignment of the peaks as indicated in Fig. 5. The corresponding energy-level
diagram for the onentation of the ESEEM spectrum in Fig. 3 is given in Fig. 6.
14
Because the two N atoms in the complex are equivalent, all line positions in Fig.
l4
5 were fitted to this six-level scheme of one electron and one N nucleus. The
14
l4
introduction of the second N spin results only in small splittings of the N lines
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FIG. 2 Orientation of the principal axes of g (tensor) in Cu/Ni(bu2dtc)2
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which splittings are, albeit observable in the spectra (e.g., peak a in Fig. 3c), too
small to affect the fit of the 1 4 N interaction tensors. Further refinement was
accomplished by relaxing the restrictions of axial and coinciding nitrogen tensors
and by including the g and Cu-HFI tensors. The resulting nitrogen tensors are
presented in Table 2. As expected, they are almost axial in the XY plane. The HFI
is dominated by its isotropic part, which is three times as large as the anisotropic
contribution. Along the principal axis, perpendicular to the molecular plane, the
HFI and the NQI are almost equal (~0.5 X 10"4 c m - 1 ) and of the same order of
magnitude as the nuclear Zeeman interaction (~0.3 X 1СГ4 cm"'). This prevented
the use of approximate formulae for the modulation pattern, as was mentioned
above. By fitting the FT-ESEEM spectra we could not distinguish the absolute or
relative signs of the interactions; the signs listed in Table 2 are based on theoretical
calculations (see below).
Intensities of the Spectra
To check the reliability of the measured tensors we calculated the modulation
intensities with the general equations derived by Mims (5). The intensity of a threepulse echo is a function of time r between the pulses 1 and 2, and time Τ between
the pulses 2 and 3; apart from relaxation effects and instrumental properties, it is
given by the following equation:
Ετ{ Τ) = χο + - Σ X,j cos ω,,τ + - Σ Xh, cos ω^,τ + Σ cos'ω,/Γ + τ)
i>j
x

Ion

(^ Xy + Σ X.j,kn eos ú)knT \+
\

¿

Ion

'

i>j

Σ eos ω^Τ + τ)1-χΙσι+

k>n

\

¿

Σ ΧυΜ cos ω,/τ J [1]
i>j

'

where i Φ j and к Φ η and indices ι', j run over the spin states within the electron
spin manifold Ms = —1/2, while k, η run over the states of electron spin manifold
Ms = +1/2. The quantity ωυ is the energy difference (in rad s"1) between the / and
j spinstate. The terms in Eq. [1] which describe the amplitudes of the modulations
have the following form:

ІІТТТ] Σ l^l 4

Ρ]

χ, = [¿τττ] Σ l M <*l 2 W

l3l

Xo =

xxn = [ j r V r ]

Σ

Ι Μ '*Ι 2 Ι Μ »Ί 2

м

FIG. 3. (a) Typical ESEEM signal measured on the second peak of site A at the same orientation as in
Fig. 1, τ = 280 ns. (b) Corresponding filtered signal (cutoff frequency = 50 kHz), (c) FT-ESEEM
spectrum, 1000 points, Founer transform of signal in Fig. 3b. (d) FT-ESEEM spectrum, 1000 points,
τ = 510 ns, same orientation. The choice of τ = 510 ns (1/τ = 1.9 MHz) suppresses the corresponding
frequency of peak b in the other M, manifold (apparently peak a).
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[5]

Mtk are the elements of a unitary state-mixing matrix with dimension 21 + 1 ; they
can be referred to as the EPR transition moments from state /' to state k. The
transition moments can be calculated from the eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian (5).
From this equation it is clear that the amplitude of the modulation at frequency
«„, is modulated with frequency ωλ„ from the other Ms manifold and vice versa. By
chosing appropriate values for τ, one is able to suppress or enhance the amplitude
of frequencies of the opposite manifold. Complete suppression can occur when
Xu = X*,n. X,jM = - ( 1 / 2 ) X M (which appeared to be the case for our spin
Hamiltonian) and τ is chosen such that it is a multiple of 2π/ω υ or Iv/uh,. In this
way one can use the suppression effect to assign modulation frequencies to different
Ms manifolds. This is demonstrated in Figs. 3c and d where peaks a and b are
assigned to different Afs manifolds. The calculated intensities for the three-pulse
ESEEMs with τ = 300 ns are plotted as a function of the angle in the YZ plane in
Fig. 7. In the calculation we used a spin Hamiltonian with one electron spin
14
S = 1/2, and two N nuclear spins 1=1; the Cu spin I = 3/2 was omitted as it
turned out to have hardly any influence. It should be noticed, however, that for the
14
calculation of the line positions (vide supra) only one of the two equivalent N
nuclear spins was taken into account. The introduction of the second (equivalent)
' 4 N spin led only to small splittings in the 1 4 N line positions but, more important,
it leads also to an increase of the calculated intensities by a factor of 1.7 as compared
to the one- l 4 N spin case. In principle it is possible to determine the "normalized"
modulation intensities (relative to the echo intensity) from the spectra {13). However,
the overlap with proton signals, the mentioned splittings of the 1 4 N signals and the
limited S/N ratio prevented us from obtaining reliable intensity data from the
spectra, but as can be judged from a comparison of Figs. 4 and 7, the overall
correspondence of the calculated intensities and the experimental data is very good.
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FIG. 6. Calculated energy-level diagram using a spin Hamiltonian with one electron spin 5 = 1 / 2
(g = 2.032) and one l 4 N nuclear spin / = 1 with the hyperfine interaction and quadrupolc interaction of
Table 2 for the orientation of Fig. 1.

DISCUSSION

The g tensor and the Cu-HFS data are in agreement with the data of Weeks and
Fackler (14) and Snaathorst et al. (10) for the ethyl complex. The l 4 N data can
only be compared with the ENDOR studies by Kinnse et al. (15), also for the ethyl
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TABLE 2
Measured and Calculated '"N-Hyperfine and Quadrupole Interaction Tensors in Cu/Ni(R2dtch Complexes (in Units of 10 ' cm ')
Calculated
2 + 3-center

1-center

Measured

1 + (2 + З^емег^

m

Vi

R
Temp
Method

n-Butyl
15K
FT-ESEEM

N-As
Ay
A,

0
0
-0
-0

Л-lSO

N-P,

Λ.
Λ

06
06
12 [2]"
375

0 24
0 23
- 0 47 [3]*

Ethyl

Η

Η

Η

Η

EH"*

ΕΗ<Λ

RHFS"

URHF·*

EH'

EH

RHFS

UHFS

0 50

- 0 01
0 02
- 0 01
00

- 0 01
0 02
- 0 01
00

- 0 03
0 05
- 0 03
00

0 08
0 16
- 0 24
- 0 56

0 05
- 0 01
- 0 04
00

0 04
001
- 0 05
00

0 02
0 04
- 0 07
00

0 13
0 15
- 0 28
- 0 56

0 35 [17]*

0 55
0 46
-101

0 66
041
-107

Ethyl
27 3 К
ENDOR"

° Data obtained from Ref (75)
ь
Data based on EH calculations from Ref (9), with full ethyl groups retained
' Data based on EH calculations from Ref (9), with ethyl groups replaced by protons
^ Data obtained from Ref (S)
'Data obtained from Ref (9)
J
1-center contnbution from method mentioned (2 + 3)-center from EH method of Ref (9)
'The 1-center contnbutions calculated with the EH method include fint- and second-order contnbutions
' Angle of the principal axis with the corresponding one of the g tensor.
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YZ-PLANE

Fic. 7. Calculated three-pulse FT-ESEEM intensities (τ =• 300 ns) in the ΎΖ plane; the numbering of
the energy levels is according to Fig. 6. 4° • Y axis; 9 4 e - Ζ axis.

complex. Because the ENDOR signals were too weak for a full rotational study,
only approximate values could be obtained; these are listed in Table 2. Their data
show some deviations from ours: In our study both the maximum / > N and Λ Ν
direction coincide with the maximum g direction, while the study of Kirmse et al.
indicates for the Л ш direction a deviation of 17 ± 5° from the molecular axis
system (Fig. 2); both, the estimated /4N-iso and the Ρ^χ values show a deviation of
~25% from our values. On the other hand, the estimated order of magnitude of
0.1 X IO"4 cm - 1 for the dipolar part of the , 4 N hyperfine interaction, agrees with
our experimental result.
Several studies have been made to calculate the magnetic coupling parameters of
Cu/Ni(et2dtc)2 (7-9). The most recent calculation (9) included two- and three-center
contributions to thefirst-orderanisotropic HFI. The second-order HFI is generally
rather small, and two- and three-center integrals are, therefore, neglected. The firstorder contribution is brought about by the electron spin-nuclear spin dipole-dipole
interaction (e.g., with nucleus N) and can be expressed as

47 = (^)*л^(^І7І|*о)

'

[6]

where μο is the permeability of free space, μ,, is the Bohr magneton, gt the freeelectron g value, and £ N the gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus N; i, j are лг, y, z, F^, is
a component of a symmetrical traceless tensor operator related to the dipolar
interaction and rN is the electron-nucleus distance. If ψ 0 , the molecular orbital of
the unpaired electron, is expanded as a linear combination of atomic orbitals tf
centered on nuclei A, then Eq. [6] can be rewritten
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A? = (ïAgtgM» χ Σ Σ Σ Σ (cíW ^ cf<t>A
= ИУ), + HÎDz,, + (^?)2,2 + (A%
where (Лу)| and {A\¡)3 are the one and three-center contributions, respectively.
(ЛцЪ,! and (/ly)2,2 are two-center contributions, Иу)2,2 having one atomic orbital
centered on nucleus N (A or В = N) and (ЛуЬ.і having both orbitals centered on
the same nucleus, not being N (A = Β Φ Ν). In Ref. (9), the hyperfine couplings
were calculated with spin densities which were obtained from extended Hiickel (EH)
calculations in which the ethyl groups of the complex were replaced by protons.
This reduces the computing time considerably but, since it is to be expected that
this approximation will not be valid for the 14N NQI, we used those EH data from
Ref. (9) which were obtained by retaining the ethyl groups. The calculatedfirst-and
second-order one-center contributions to the hyperfine interactions of copper, sulfur,
and nitrogen and to the quadrupole couplings of copper and nitrogen are summarized
in Tables 1 and 2. The experimental g and the ACu and As tensors are in good
agreement with the theoretical calculations, both with the semi-empirical extended
Hiickel (EH) method and with the ab initio Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) method.
The picture that emerges from both methods is that the unpaired electron is located
in the center of the molecule: ~50% on Cu and ~50% on the four sulfur atoms.
The density on the other atoms is very small. It is, therefore, to be expected that
the anisotropic dipolar part of the AN tensor is dominated by two- and three-center
interactions between the magnetic moment of the nitrogen nucleus and the unpaired
electron on copper and sulfur (9). Hence, the main principal axis of Л ы is expected
to be located in the molecular plane, pointing from N to Cu (if the molecule has
D2h symmetry). Is was, therefore, very surprising that the axial component of Аи is
not located along the X axis but, on the contrary, points along the Ζ axis,
perpendicular to the molecular plane.
It turned out that the restricted MO methods (both EH and RHFS) could not
explain this discrepancy. Both methods yield a one-center contribution which is
axial along the Y axis (because of the fact that the unpaired electron is located in
the py orbital of N, which orbital mixes with the 3dXy orbital of Cu). The (2 + 3)center contributions were calculated only from the spin densities which were
obtained via the EH method with the same procedure as was used in Refs. (9, /0).
From previous calculations of 'H-hyperfine interactions in the same molecule, it
was concluded that these multicenter terms are very accurate, notwithstanding the
semi-empirical nature of this MO method (9, 70).
The multicenter contribution is of the same order of magnitude as the one-center
term and far from axial: its minimum value is along У, the direction of maximum
one-center contribution! The total of the calculated A™ tensor has its maximum
value along Z. The deviation from axial symmetry is much larger than in the
experiment. The strongest discrepancy is, however, that the calculated isotropic part
of the tensor is zero, as must be expected for an MO with b^ symmetry. To explain
the full tensor, we must turn to the results of unrestricted HFS calculations (8)
(Table 2). They yield a one-center contribution which indeed has its main axis
along Ζ and also has a large isotropic component. The correction with the (2 + 3)7П
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center contributions (from EH) results in a tensor which has the expenmental
symmetry but is too large. The latter must be caused by an overestimation of the
very small spin-density on N.
The quadruple-interaction tensor was calculated only with the EH method.
Although it is too large, its symmetry is in perfect agreement with the experiment.
CONCLUSION

It is shown that in a transition-metal complex the magnetic interaction parameters
of weakly coupled nuclei can be determined accurately by FT-ESEEM spectroscopy.
Theoretically, however, these parameters can only be accounted for by unrestricted
molecular orbital calculations. This implies that one has to be very careful in
extracting information about chemical bonding from these experimental results.
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CHAPTER Vf

Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation study
of bis(tetrabutylammoniuin) bis(maleonitriledithiolato)
Nickelate(II) doped with Copper(II)

E.J. REIJERSE, A . H

THIERS, R. KANTERS, M C M . GRIBNAU AND С P. KEIJZERS,

Department of Molecular Spectroscopy,
Research Institute of Materials
University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

The Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) technique is used to
determine the 1AN
hyperfine and quadrupole interaction tensors in
bis(tetrabutylammonium) bis(maleonitnledithiolato) Cu(II), 3 % doped in the diamagnetic Ni(II) host The line positions and peak intensities of the Founer
transformed ESEEM spectra are interpreted by using simulated spectra The
latter are obtained by diagonahzing the full spin-Hamiltoman matrix which in
cludes interactions of the 63 Cu spin I = 3/2 and two non-equivalent 1 4 N spins I =
1 A good correspondence between the experimental and the simulated spectra is
obtained The ,4JV-hyperfine and quadrupole interactions are calculated with
Molecular Orbital coefficients obtained with an Extended Huckel method For
the calculation of the hyperfine interactions, two- and three-center contributions
are included The correspondence with the experimental tensors is astonishing'
In the interpretation of the electronic structure a compañón is made with earlier
work on Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis (N,N di-n-butyl-dithiocarbamate)
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Vl.l Introduction
Complexes of transition metals with dithiolene ligands have been studied
extensively with EPR and various other techniques (1-9) because of their in
teresting properties: formation of 1-dimensional conductors (3,10) and πdonor-acceptor complexes (11,13) and the stabilization of rare, formal, oxida
tion states (14,15). Especially the rare oxidation states, but probably also the
other properties, are caused by the highly covalent character of the metalsulphur bond by which the actual charge of the metal-ion is much smaller than
the formal charge. This highly covalent character is confirmed by molecular or
bital (MO) calculations (8) and, as far as the unpaired spin density is con
cerned, by EPR experiments (1). With the last technique, and especially with
related methods as ENDOR, it is possible to measure hyperfine interactions
(HFI's) with the sulphur atoms (16) and recently also with the atoms in the
second and higher coordination spheres (8,9). This resulted in a very good in
sight in the electronic structure of these systems, especially in the density distri
bution of the unpaired electron. Therefore, these molecules are very good test
systems for MO calculations but also for new experimental techniques.
Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) is such a technique
that was described already years ago (17,18) but that is reaching perfection only
in the last years. The advantage of this technique, as compared to ENDOR, is
that the line intensities are not influenced by relaxation effects so that they can
be calculated easier, in principle. A disadvantage of this technique is that the
spectra may be very complicated, especially for quadrupole nuclei and certainly
for powder samples. In order to analyse these spectra, it is necessary to be
able to generate reliable simulations. This is the reason why recently a number
of papers was published, with theoretically calculated spectra, which test the
limits of the interpretations (19,21).
In order to judge the quality of the calculated spectra it is necessary to
compare them with good quality experimental spectra. For that purpose
powder samples are difficult, especially if the g-value is isotropic because in
that case all orientations are excited at once. Therefore, single crystals are
much better suited for this purpose. That is why we measured recently the UN
interactions in the system Copper bis(N,N di n-butyldithiocarbamate)
(Cu(dtc)2) doped in the diamagnetic Nickel host (22). Although this is a simple
system with only two equivalent (inversion symmetry) nitrogen atoms, the
analysis of the spectra was quite difficult since the HFI, the nuclear quadrupole
interaction (NQI) and the nuclear Zeeman interaction (NZI) were of the same
order of magnitude. In a second paper we published the powder spectra of this
system and also the simulated spectra which were of a very good quality (23).
In this respect, the system Copper bis(maleonitriledithiolate)2_
(Cu(mnt)2~) diluted in the diamagnetic Nickel(II) host is a challenge because
this molecule contains two sets of two equivalent nitrogen atoms (see I) so that
the spectra are expected to be much more complex.
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Furthermore, the Cu-N distance is much larger than in Cu(dtc)2 (fourth and
third coordination sphere, respectively) so that a different ratio of the HFI,
NQI and NZI is to be expected. This system is therefore another, demanding,
test for the ESEEM simulation program that has been improved considerably
recently.
Another reason to study this system with ESEEM is that CW-ENDOR
succeeded in measuring 13 C HFI (8) (also in the non-planar Zn-host (9)) of the
ring- and the CN-carbon atoms but UN interactions could be observed only in a
few directions. This was rather surprising because Cu{dtc)2 caused no problem
at all for the CW technique, neither for the 1 3 C (24,25) nor for the 1 4 N (25,26)
interactions. A possible reason is that the NMR transition probabilities are
larger in Cu(dtc)2 because of a larger HFI (smaller Cu-N distance). In section
4 of this paper we compare and discuss the calculated dtc- and mnt-spectra. In
Section 2 the experimental techniques are reported and the experimental results
are presented in section 3. In section 5 the experimental results are discussed
on the basis of M.O. calculations and elaborate computations of the spin Hamiltonian parameters.

VI.2 Experimental
The measurements were performed at 30K in an Oxford Instuments CF200
helium flow cryostat with two orthogonal rotation axes by which every crystal
orientation relative to the magnetic field can be reached. With the help of field
swept spectra, the crystal was oriented in the principal axis system of the gtensor. These spectra were measured by monitoring the intensity of a two-pulse
echo (pulse sequence π/2 - τ - π - τ - echo, τ = 210 nsec) while sweeping the dc
magnetic field.
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Spectra were measured with orientation intervals of 5-10°. From the field
swept spectra, the g-tensor and the copper HFI tensor are obtained which can
be compared with literature data (1,27) in order to judge the accuracy of the
measurements.
The ESEEM spectra were measured with the stimulated echo sequence
(π/2 - τ - π/2 - Τ - π/2 - τ - echo, τ=210 nsec, repetition time = 3 msec.) by
sweeping the time Τ from 0.80 to 26.35 Ц5ес in steps of 50 nsec. The length of
the π/2 pulses was 20 nsec. The spectrometer has been described previously
(22). The magnetic field and the microwave frequency were measured with a
Bruker B-NM12 gauss meter and a Hewlett-Packard 5246L counter, respectiveiy·
The copper and nickel complexes, (N—but4,)2M(mnt)2 M=Cu,Ni), were
synthesized according to the literature method (28). Single crystals with ~ 1%
Cu in the diamagnetic Ni(II) complex were grown by slow solvent evaporation
of an acetone/ethanol solution of the two complexes in the mentioned concen
tration ratio.

VJ.3 Experimental results
Both, guest and host, crystallize in the triclinic space group Py with Z = l .
In the guest crystal, the anions are separated by the bulky N(n—but)¿ counter
ions (29), whereas in the pure copper crystal they form linear stacks (3). If the
guest molecules accept the host structure, as was concluded from 13C ENDOR
measurements (8), the anion is nearly planar and close to D ^ symmetry.
The echo-induced (field-swept) spectra show the resonance of only one
molecule, in accord with the crystal structure, split by the interaction with the
copper nuclear spin. The measured principal values of the g-tensor and the
63
Си HFI tensor are listed in Table I. They are close to the room temperature
values which were measured with CW EPR (1). The crystal was oriented in
the axis system of the copper HFI-tensor using the field swept spectra. The
copper HFI axis system is assumed to coincide with the molecular axis system
(Ayf/X, Aj/Y, Aj//Z, see I), following the findings of Maki et al (1). Because
of the near-axiality of the g-tensor, the experimental error in the position of its
in-plane axes is rather large and the angle of 35° between Α ι and g] has a large
error.
Fig. la shows the experimental ESEEM spectra in the three measured
planes. Every spectrum has peaks in the region below 1 MHz. Especially in
the XY-plane these peaks don't fit the transitions of the cyanide nitrogen
atoms. Therefore, they arc thought to arise from the dipolar interaction
between the unpaired electron and the nitrogen atoms of the N(n—but)f counterions. This Cu-N distance is 4.686 Â (in the host structure), almost 1 Â smaller than the distance between copper and the cyanide nitrogens.
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TABLE 1
Experimental and calculated tensors in the axis system of ACu
and in the molecular axis system, respectively, at a temperature of 30 K.
(HFI and NQI in units of KHcnv1)·

EXPERIMENTAL

A,

ζ

1
90
89

90
0
90

91
90
1

14
103
90

76
14
90

89
90
1

90
0
90

90
90
0

-0.106
-0.162
0.268
0.102

34
112
66

111
80
24

65
25
90

-0.105
-0.161
0.269
0.059

24
89
66

114
80
26

86
11
100

At
Аг
Аз

-0.083
-0.157
0.240
0.077

41
116
61

63
100
151

62
27
86

-0.091
-0.145
0.239
0.058

21
90
69

70
89
157

87
9
108

Pi
p2

0.260
0.349
-0.609

87
62
28

91
28
118

3
91
93

0.180
0.269
-0.449

96
58
32

91
32
122

6
86
86

0.274
0.368
-0.642

82
57
34

96
145
56

10
110
93

0.182
0.267
-0.449

95
60
31

87
149
60

6
85
87

l

A

2

i s

o

A

l
2
A
3

A

Ai»

Л«,

р

"N2

У

0
90
90

A

з

?!
P

2
P
3

40.2
44.7
-84.9
-85.5

2.021
2.024
2.079

axis
X

91
86
5

A

"Ν,

A3

55
145
86

A3

"N2

A,

35
55
92

2.018
2.022
2.086

Bi
82
83

"Ν,

values

axis

values

«Cu

CALCULATED

39.4
39.1
-78.5
-11.9

Another rather puzzling feature of the experimental spectra is the splitting
which is observed on several peaks in the XY- and YZ-plane. The splittings
vary between 40 and 80 kHz with a maximum at orientations of maximum an
gular dependence of the peak position. The nature of these splittings is not un
derstood as will be discussed in the next section. In the fitting procedure of the
tensors, the average frequency positions were used.
The frequencies of the peaks which are assigned to the cyanide nitrogens
are plotted in Fig. 2. Assigning these frequencies to the right ms-manifold of
the right nitrogen atom is not straightforward. However, since all peaks (six for
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ANGLE (XZ)
FREÛ (MHZ)

ANGLE (YZ)
FREO (MHZ)

Angle tXY)

Figure la. Experimental FT-ESEEM spectra of Cu/Ni(mnl)2 measured in three planes. Experimental data: Three-pulse echo; pulselength = 20 nsec; τ = 210 nsec; Τ is stepped from 0.80 to
26 35 Ц5ес in steps of 50 nsec.
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Figure lb. Simulated FT-ESEEM spectra according to Hamiltonian (1) with τ = 210 nsec.
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each nitrogen atom because 1=1) were observed, it was possible to select the
three frequencies in one mj-manifold by demanding that the sum of two of
them equals the third (see fig. 3). These three transitions were used to deter
mine the nitrogen HFI and NQI tensors in the following way: the transition fre
quencies were calculated with the spin Hamiltonian
ЭС = μ Β Β · 8 · 8 + S-A C ü I C u - S c ^ B - I 0 "

+ i ^ . p " . ! " + s-A"·!" -

(1)

μπΒ-1»

8Ν

and subsequently the error function
Σ«*

- <,c)2

(2)

was minimized by varying the elements of P N and A^. In (2) the summation
runs over the three assigned transitions at all orientations of the magnetic field
in the three measured planes. After mimimization, the frequencies of the tran
sitions in the other ms -manifold could be calculated and compared with the ex
perimental data. In this way, the frequencies of the two nitrogen atoms could
be separated. In a second run the transition frequencies of both mj-manifolds
were included in the fit. The resulting principal values and the axes of the ni
trogen tensors are listed in Table I. The (in absolute value) largest quadrupole
interaction is in the direction of the C-N bond (deviation of ~ 3°) for both ni
trogen atoms, the smallest principal value is perpendicular to the molecular
plane. The asymmetry parameter η (=\(Рі-Р2)/Рз\)
is ~ 0.15 and is equal for
both atoms whereas the magnitude of the tensor elements differs by ~ 7%.
The magnitude of the HFI is about 50% of the NQI. The isotropic contribution
is one third of the largest anistropic principal value. The latter differs by about
10% for the two atoms and is located in the molecular plane, almost perpendic
ular to the C-N bond (~95 0 ). The other two principal axes have no special
orientations.

VI.4 Simulation of experimental spectra
The ESEEM spectra were simulated with the program MAGRES with the
equations derived by Mims(17,18) for the stimulated echo sequence, in a gen
eralized way:
14

Figure 2. Frequencies of Af-ESEEM modulations assigned to CN groeps; The numbering
refers to the six level energy diagram of one electron spin coupled to a 1AN nuclear spin in figure 3.
The fitted curves are indicated by the solid lines.
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Pkn = N{xkn

+ 2 2xll_k„cos(o},lT)}

(3)

»1

where

xkn = ΣΐΛί,*Ι2 | м и | 2

Χ·/,kr, = Ае[М,*АМтЛ/;*лЛ/;А]
Pk„ is the modulation intensity of NMR transition k-η and Mlk is the transition
moment between states i and к of the spin system. The indices i,j,k,n run over
all energy levels of the spin system. Inclusion of all four nitrogens in the spin
Hamiltonian (1) would give rise to a dimensionality of 648 which is too large to
be handled by the simulation program (it would take already 6.7 Mbyte to
store the Η-matrix). Therefore, only two inequivalent 14JV-nuc]ei were includ
ed. For τ the experimental value of 210 nsec was used.

Ms M,

!

\

J
•

г

:

Τ

i

Figure 3. Energy level diagram for 8 = ! ^ and ίΛΝ nuclear spin 1=1 with B 0 at an arbitrary
orientation. The forbidden transitions are indicated with dotted lines.
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The simulated spectra are presented in Fig. lb. A comparison with the
corresponding experimental spectra shows an excellent agreement in peak in
tensities and positions except for the splittings in transition 5-6 in the YZ-plane
and especially in the transitions 1-2, 4-5, 5-6 in the XY plane. Also ESEENDOR studies on Cu/Ni(mnt)2 oriented near the X-axis (an orientation were
the ESEEM splittings were not resolved) showed splittings of 5 kHz (30)! Simi
lar splittings were observed in ESEEM spectra of Cu bis(N,N di-nbutyldithiocarbamate), Cu{butidtc)2 (22), and angular dependent line broaden
ing was observed in CW-ENDOR spectra of Cu bis(dialkyldithiocarbamate),
Cu(R2dtc)2, and bis(dialkyldiselenocarbamate) doped in the Zn and Ni hosts
(26). Also in these two systems, the splitting/broadening was observed in those
orientations where the lines have their maximum angular dependence. In order
to investigate the possibility that these splittings are caused by second order in
teractions between the four nitrogen spins, simulated spectra were calculated
without the copper spin but including all 4 nitrogen spins and their interactions
according to Hamiltonian (1). (With the copper spin, the dimensionality of the
problem is too large.) However, no evidence was found for splittings. Another
possible cause would be a direct dipolar interaction between the cyanide N and
a counter ion proton. Evaluation of this interaction at a distance of 2.5 0 yields
a value of 1 kHz maximum, which is much too small to account for the ob
served splittings. Optical and EPR studies of Cu/Ni(mnt)2 by Mancharan et al
(31). suggested a change of crystal symmetry below 50 К giving rise to split
tings in the EPR spectrum. In our studies no splitting in the EPR spectra could
be observed. However, such a drastic effect would hardly explain the very
small splittings in our ESEEM spectra which were temperature independent up
to 70K. Still, these findings suggest the possibility of a break down of molecu
lar inversion symmetry which would give rise to four inequi valent nitrogens. It
is not clear, however, why similar effects were not observed in earlier 1H and
13
C CW-ENDOR studies of the same compounds.
As was mentioned in the introduction, no good 14yV-CW-ENDOR spectra
of this system could be obtained (8) as opposed to the system Cu(dtc)2 where
excellent line-intensities were observed (25,26). In order to check whether this
is due to the different magnitude of the NQI and HFI, the nuclear spin transi
tion probabilities of both complexes were calculated with the experimentally
determined spin Hamiltonian parameters. Indeed the NMR transition mo
ments of mnt were significantly lower than those of dtc (about a factor of
three). Moreover, the number of "strong"-NMR transitions, i.e. with transition
moments larger than O.lxlO -8 , was systematically lower in mnt (avarage of 3)
than in dtc (average of 5). It is not sure, however, that this is the only reason
for the weak 14N-CW-ENDOR spectra of mnt, since dtc ENDOR transitions
which were calculated to be "weak" could still be detected in many cases.
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VI.5 Discussion
The g-tensor and the copper-HFI tensor agree with previous literature
data (1,8). The nitrogen HFI and NQI tensors were not determined previously
because the CW-ENDOR signals were too weak for a full rotational study (8).
The nitrogen interactions were measured with ESEEM or CW-ENDOR in a
series of CuiRjdtc^ (Π) molecules in two different host crystals (26).

N-C

R>

V

Cu

V

C-N

Ъ

II
A comparison with the nitrogen tensors in the present system shows large
differences:
1.

In the present system the largest hyperfine and quadupole components
are located in the molecular plane (parallel and perpendicular to the
C-N bond respectively), whereas in the dithipcarbamate molecules
they are perpendicular to the molecular plane.

2.

In the Cu(mnt)2~ molecule, the tensors are less axial, with asymmetry
parameter 0.15 for the NQI and 0.21 and 0.31 for the HFI.

3.

The NQI is ~ 30% larger than in the dtc-system

4.

The isotropic HFI is a factor of three smaller whereas the anisotropic
part of the HFI tensor is almost a factor of two larger than in
Cu(R2dtc)2. This is very remarkable because the copper-nitrogen dis
tance is much larger in the Cu(mnt)2~ molecule, where nitrogen is lo
cated in the fourth coordination sphere whereas it is in the third one
in Cu{R2dtc)2.

These differences suggest that the spin-density and electron-density distribu
tions in the C-N and the C— N{—C)!
fragments in Cu(mnt)2~ and Cu(dtc)2
respectively, are very different. Several papers have been published with
molecular orbital (MO) calculations on these molecules which results were, in
turn, used for the computation of the spin Hamiltonian parameters. For both
molecules, the calculations resulted in good fits of the g-tensor and the copper
and sulfur HFI tensors. For Cu{dtc)2, also λΗ, 1 3 C , and 1 4 N HFI tensors were
calculated and compared with ENDOR and ESEEM experiments (22,32,33).
For Cu(tnnt)2~ the 13 C-tensors were calculated in order to compare them with
84
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ENDOR data. For this system, the 147V interactions were not calculated and,
therefore, in this paper we concentrate on the calculation of these interactions
in order to compare them with the experimental tensors and for the comparison
of the electronic structure around the nitrogen nuclei in См (Ä 2 ^ ) 2 and
Cu(mnt)2~. For the MO calculations, an extended Hiickel method was used
with the same empirical parameters as before (8,32). For the structure of the
molecule, the structure of the host, nickel, crystal was used with two alterations:
1.

The ligands were shifted over 0.06 Â along the x-axis which results in
a copper-sulphur distance in between the metal-sulphur distances of
the guest and the host molecules.

2.

The computation of the nitrogen-interactions turned out to be very
sensitive for the C-N bond-length and bond-direction. In the host crystal the bonds-lengths are different (1.130 and 1.147 À) and both
bonds point at one side of the molecular plane (29). In the pure
copper crystal the bond-lengths are equal (1.144 and 1.143 Â) and one
bond points above, the other below the plane (3). Therefore, the distances were adjusted to the C-N distances in the copper crystal
whereas the directions were kept.

The picture that emerges from the calculations is that the unpaired electron is
for about 50% centered in the dXy orbital of the copper atom. The remaining
50% is delocalized to the four sulphur atoms. The spin-density on the remainTABLE 2
LCAO coefficients of nitrogen Orbitals in the molecular
orbital of the unpaired electron.

N(l)

3s
3

PK

3

Pz

N(2)

3s
3P,
3

Py

3P

Cu(et2dtc)2

Cu(mnt)22-

-0.0001
-0.0012
-0.0089
0.0016

0.0091
-0.0436
-0.0898
0.0173
-0.0090
0.0370
-0.0871
-0.0144
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ing ligand atoms is very small. In Table II we have listed the coefficients of the
nitrogen orbitals together with coefficients in the Cu(et2dtc)2 molecule (32).
At first sight it seems to be surprising that the spin density on nitrogen in the
present system is larger, although the nitrogen atom is at a larger distance from
the copper atom. However, in Cu(R2^)2 the nitrogen atom is located in a no
dal plane of the B l g MO (in the approximation of D ^ symmetry) and only the
2pv orbital can have a spin density. But, the overlap with the sulphur orbitals
is small and, hence, the mixing is small. In Cu(mnt)2~ 2px and 2py of nitrogen
can mix into the unpaired electron MO (also fllg in Z^A symmetry) and the
overlap with the sulphur orbitals is much more favourable.
The g-tensor, HFI- and NQI-tensors were calculated according to formulae
which were published before (34). They are listed in Table I. The g-tensor and
the copper HFI-tensor agree very well with the experimental results, proving
that the calculated МО-energies and coefficients are reliable. For the calcula
tion of the copper HFI, only one-center integrals (32) were included in both,
first and second order contributions. This approximation is not allowed for the
nitrogen HFI because it is to be expected that the multi-center integrals yield a
sizeble contribution due to the fact that almost all of the spin density is located
on copper and sulphur. The calculated second order contribution is small and,
hence, multicenter integrals are calculated only in the first order contribution.
This latter one is brought about by the electron spin nucjear spin dipole-dipole
interaction (e.g. with nucleus N) and can be expressed (32) as
<

= ( ^ : ) Λ ^ μ * μ π < Ψ 0 | -^- |ψ β >

(4)

where μ0 is the permeability of free space, μί, is the Bohr magneton, μ,, is the
nuclear magneton, ge the free-electron g-value and gN the gyromagnetic ratio
of nucleus N; i,j are x,y,z , F¡f is a component of a symmetrical traceless tensor
operator related to the dipolar interaction and rN is the electron-nucleus radius
vector. If ψ 0 , the MO of the unpaired electron, is expanded as a linear combi
nation of atomic orbitals, φ; 4 , centered on nuclei A, then eq. (4) can be rewrit
ten:

A» = (%-)ge8N\4,\b x ( Σ Z < C , V l 4 l C ; 4 ' V >
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Figure 4. Orientation of the experimental (A, Ρ) and the calculated (/I e , P')
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N-tensors.
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= « ) !

+ ( ^ ^ 2 , , + (Л^)2, 2 +

« ) э

(5)

where (Л,^)! and (Л,^)з are the one and three-center contributions respectively.
(AyXi and (Aff)22 are two-centre contributions, (Д^Ьд having one atomic or-
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bital centered on nucleus N and ( Л ^ д having both orbitals centered on the
same nucleus, not being N.
The multi center integrals were calculated form the MO coefficients by ex
panding each Slater type basis set orbital into five Gaussian type orbitals. Sub
sequently the integrals were calculated with the programme PROPERTY (32).
In figure 4 the orientations of the calculated and the experimental 147V-tensors
are depicted. The numerical results of the calculations are listed in Table III
together with the experimental values and with the corresponding data of
Cu(et2dtc)2 (33). As might be expected on the basis of the LCAO coefficients
in Table II, the calculated anisotropic and isotropic HFI is larger than in the
calculated result for Cu {etzdic^. This is especially true if it is compared with
TABLE 3
Calculated one, two, and three center contributions to HFI tensors of 14 N in Си(тпі) 2 2 +
and Cu(et2dtc)2 and the experimentally determined tensors.

1+2+3 center

1-center

2+3 center

experimental

-0.01
0.02
-0.01
0.0

0.05
-0.01
-0.04
0.0

0.04
0.01
-0.05
0.0

0.06
0.06
-0.12
-0.375

0.08
0.16
-0.24
-0.56

0.05
-0.01
-0.04
0.0

0.13
0.15
-0.28
-0.56

0.06
0.06
-0.12
-0.375

-0.157
-0.159
0.316
0.042

0.052
-0.003
-0.049
0.017

-0.105
-0.161
0.269
0.059

(24,»)
( П , z)
(26,y)

-0.106
-0.162
0.268
0.102

(34,x)
(25,z)
(24,y)

-0.140
-0.142
0.282
0.041

0.049
-0.004
-0.045
0.017

-0.091
-0.145
0.239
0.058

(21,x)
(9,z)
(157,y)

-0.083
-0.157
0.240
0.077

(41,x)
(27,z)

DTC-EH·)
A,

ÍI
\ o

DTC-UHFS 2 )

Л,
*

A»

MNT
N(l)

A

l

A

2

Аз
Also
N(2)

A

l

A2
A

3

Also

(151.У)

1)

1-center interaction calculated from Extended Huckel coefficients

2)

1-center interaction calculated from spin densities obtained with Unrestricted Hartree Fock
Slater calculation35.
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the extended Hückel result of the latter molecule. The unrestricted Hartree
Fock Slater method yielded a much larger HFI due to the inclusion of spin polarization effects. This effect is not expected to be significant for the nitrogen
atoms in the present system because there is no nodal plane near these atoms.
The multi-center integrals are not dominating but they are significant: ~ 20%
of the largest 1-center principal value. The effect of the 2- and 3-center contribution is a reduction of (the absolute value of) A^ and A3, causing the calculated tensors to be non-axial, which is in agreement with the experiment. The total result for the anisotropic parts is equal to the experimental tensors, both in
magnitude and direction, which result might be fortuitous on the basis of the
very crude МО-method which is used. The calculated isotropic HFI is ~ 50%
of the experimental value.
The calculated quadrupole tensors are listed in Table I. Taking into ac
count the approximations in this calculation (34) (only one-center electric field
gradient contributions, no lattice contribution) the result is satisfactory: the
direction fits the experiment, the principal values are ~ 50% too large.
VI.6 Conclusions
1)

The hyperfine and the quadrupole interaction could be measured very
accurately, notwithstanding the fact that the spectra are very compli
cated due to the presence of two non-equivalent nitrogen atoms and
the fact that the interactions are small (i.e. not larger than 2MHz).

2)

The simulation of the ESEEM spectra is remarkebly good, considering
the presence of two nitrogen spins and the suppression effect.

3)

The observed splittings of the lines in certain directions of the magnet
ic field is not understood.

4)

The MO calculation gives insight into the electronic structure of the
molecule. The agreement between the calculated and the experimental
tensors is very satisfactory, especially considering the approximate na
ture of the MO method.
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CHAPTER VII

Model calculations of frequency domain ESEEM spectra
of disordered systems

E.J. REUERSE AND C.P. KEUZERS

Department of Molecular Spectroscopy,
Research Institute of Materials, University of Nijmegen
Toemooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands.

Model calculations were carried out for Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation
(ESEEM), ENDOR and pulsed ENDOR spectra of spin systems of one electron
coupled with a 1=1/2, 1=1 or a 1=3/2 nucleus. On the basis of these simulations
predictions are made for which cases resolved powder patterns can be expected.
In the 1=1/2 case it is demonstrated that in the ESEEM simulations a degradation
of the powder Hneshape occurs as compared to the ENDOR simulations.
Nevertheless, the shape and the symmetry of the bands may give information
about the relative sign of the isotropic and the anisotropic hyperfine interaction
and may yield an estimate for the magnitude of the hyperfine interaction. In the
1=1 case, the pure quadrupole frequencies can be observed when the nuclear
Zeeman interaction is approximately compensated by the isotropic hyperfine interaction in one ms-manifold. This limitation is much more strict if 1=3/2. For
this nuclear spin the spectra are extremely complicated and virtually no information can be obtained if this "compensation restriction" is not fulfilled.
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VILI Introduction
The great power of Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM)
spectroscopy has been demonstrated in several studies of weakly coupled nuclei
with a small magnetic moment in single crystals (1-4) and powders (5,6). In
these cases one has to deal with low-frequency nuclear spin-transitions which
are not easily accessible with the conventional CW-ENDOR techniques
although spectacular improvements have been accomplished in this field (7-10).
ESEEM has important advantages over CW-ENDOR:
a. The modulation effect does not depend on a balance of relaxation times.
b. Very low frequency modulations can be observed.
с The signal to noise ratio does not depend on the frequency.
d. The modulation intensity can be calculated directly from the spinhamiltonian because it is not influenced by relaxation effects (11).
e. With 2D techniques it is possible to obtain information about the assignment
of spectral lines in case of single crystals (3,12).
On the other hand, the modulation effect is strongly dependent on the ex
istence of anisotropic interactions which must not differ more than an order of
magnitude from the nuclear Zeeman interaction (NZI). Therefore, the modula
tion effect will be weaker than the ENDOR effect in case of predominantly iso
tropic interactions as, for instance, for weakly coupled protons.
The application of ESEEM spectroscopy to disordered systems still suffers
from some difficulties:
a. The anisotropic broadening results in destructive interference which makes
the modulations disappear very fast from the echo-envelope. Therefore, the in
strumental dead time is a serious limiting factor.
b. The analysis of frequency domain spectra is not straightforward due to the
extreme angular dependence of the modulation intensity.
One way of analyzing the ESEEM spectra is to fit the time domain to a
model function based on the spin hamiltonian (13-15). Impressive results have
been accomplished this way for systems with an isotropic g tensor (6). Howev
er, in case of quadrupole nuclei, this procedure is limited to systems where a
perturbation treatment of the nuclear quadrupole interaction (NQI) is allowed.
Moreover, the hyperfine interaction (HFI) is always approximated as a
(pseudo)-dipolar (hence axial) interaction. These approximations are inevitable
if a complete diagonalisation of the spin hamiltonian matrix would take too
much computer time in a fit procedure, as for instance in case there are in
teractions with several nuclei. Therefore, a reliable method of visual analysis
could be important in deciding whether certain approximations are justified and
in order to infer good starting values for a fit procedure. Moreover, it may
render a computer analysis superfluous.
Obviously, the spectral data is better accessible for visual analysis in the
frequency domain than in the original time domain and recent model calcula
tions for spin systems S=l/2, 1=1/2 (16,17) and S=l, 1=1/2 (17) show that use94
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ful information can indeed be obtained from ESEEM spectra in the frequency
domain. Unlike ENDOR-powder spectra of systems with isotropic g, where
the lineshape is determined by the statistical weight of orientations, the FTESEEM spectra show little structure due to the angular dependence of the
modulation intensity which is at a minimum at the edges of the powder pattern.
De Groot et al. (17) investigated under which limiting values of the hyperfine
interaction, the isotropic hyperfine value can be determined reliably.
In this communication these studies are extended to the question which in
formation concerning the symmetry and the magnitude of the anisotropic part
of the HFI may be extracted from the powder lineshape itself. Also simula
tions are presented of the system S=l/2, 1=1 and S=1/2, 1=3/2 with HFI and
NQI of arbitrary symmetry and orientation.

VI1.2 Calculation Procedure
The computer program MAGRES calculates (EPR and NMR) transition
frequencies and probabilities for any spin-system (for applications of the pro
gram see for instance (18,19)) by diagonalisation of the spin hamiltonian ma
trix. Also the calculation of powder spectra is possible, although the necessary
computer time increases rapidly with increasing dimensionality of the spin sys
tem. To this program a series of subroutines was added to calculate the
ESEEM and ENDOR spectra. They were used together with a minimazation
program, for the derivation of HFI and NQI tensors of UN from single crystal
experiments (2) and for a comparison of ESEEM, CW-ENDOR and pulsed
ENDOR of the same system (5). The model calculations in this paper are res
tricted to isotropic electron and nuclear Zeeman interactions (although the pro
gram allows any g and σ tensors) and to the interaction with only one nucleus
(the program allows any number of nuclei but the computer time increases
drastically). The resulting spin hamiltonian, with the magnetic field, B0, along
Ζ is, therefore:
Η = ЯЦдВсА - 8ΝμΝΒ0Ιζ

+ S-A-I + I-P-I

[1]

where A consists of the isotropic contribution "a„ 0 " and the traceless tensor T.
The NQI tensor, P, is traceless by definition. For the calculation of the
powder spectrum, the direction of B0 is varied over half a unit sphere. The
number of directions depends on the system but is typically 2000. After the ex
act calculation of the energies and eigenfunctions for a direction of B 0 , the
three-pulse modulations were calculated with the relations derived by W.B.
Mims (11) in a generalized way (5):
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Pkn = N{xk„ + Σ 2χ, Μ η α«(ω ι ; τ)}

[2]

where

ЪіМ = Re[M*MmMÌnMjk]
Pkn is the modulation intensity of NMR transition k-η and Mtk is the transition
moment between states i and к of the spin system. The indices i,j,k,n run over
all energy levels of the spin system. The 3-pulse suppression effect is not taken
into account in order to obtain a picture as general as possible. The simulated
spectra are comparable with 3-pulse modulation experiments which would be
integrated over time τ i.e. the cos(ü),;t) terms disappear from [2]. In all simulations the NZI frequency, v n , was taken as unity (1 MHz). The simulations
can be applied to other nuclei by scaling all interactions (HFI and NQI) in units of v n .
In the present spin systems the difference in ENDOR transition probability of the low and high frequency components is about an order of magnitude as
a consequence of the hyperfine (de)enhancement. This implies that the low frequency component of the calculated ENDOR spectra would be reduced beyond
visibility. In order to facilitate comparison of the lineshapes in ENDOR and
ESEEM spectra, this hyperfine (de)enhancement effect was excluded by omitting the term μ^Β^-β from the perturbation hamiltonian. Thus, the ENDOR
spectra were calculated as the NMR transition moments £„μ η <ψ Ι ΐ Β ^ Ι Ι ψ ^ .
The concequence of this procedure is that the calculated intensities cannot be
compared with experimental spectra. However, since all relaxation mechanisms
that are necessary to observe ENDOR are excluded as well, comparison of the
calculated ENDOR intensities with experimental ones would not be possible
anyway. Nevertheless, these spectra still serve our purpose, i.e. comparison of
line-shapes rather than line-intensities.
For all spectra, the calculated lines were convoluted with a Gaussian line
of 10 kHz half-width.
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Figure 1. ESEEM (a-c) and ENDOR (d-0 simulations for S=l/2 and 1=1/2 spin systems.
Nuclear zeeman frequency vn = 1 MHz; isotropic hyperfine interaction: aa„ = 1 MHz (a,d); 2
MHz (b,e) and 3 MHz (c,f) respectively. The (axial) anisotropic hyperfine contnbution is varied.
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CALCULATED SPECTRA

VII.3 Calculated Spectra
The simplest case: 5=7/2, 1=1/2
In figure 1 ENDOR and "suppression free" (see above) three-pulse
ESEEM simulations are presented for an axially symmetric HFI tensor with а и о
= 1,2 and 3 MHz and 7// varying from -1.35 to +1.35 MHz. The ENDOR
spectra reflect the statistical weight of orientations: the maximum intensity is
obtained for vf = | л ± 1 А 4 1 | (in first order). The ESEEM spectra have a
completely different intensity pattern. This is caused by the strong angular
dependence of the modulation depth: it is minimal at canonical orientations
whereas the modulation intensity is strong for orientations close to the magic
angle where the secular part of the anisotropic HFI is zero and, hence, the mix
ing of the spin functions by the non-secular term is maximal (16). Therefore, in
first order the maximum intensities are expected for the frequencies
ν = \v„±V2also |. It is worth noting that in the case п ± 2аио | = 0 i.e. а ц о =2
MHz, the ESEEM powder patterns are comparible to the ENDOR patterns
with a maximum intensity near v j . In the other two cases the position of the
maximum intensity depends on the sign of 7//. This is clarified in figure 2
where for a constant anisotropy (T//= + -Q.90MHz) the аио-dependence is dep
icted. For both signs of T// the а к о -dependence starts at а и о = 0 with a struc
tureless bump at v n . The lineshapes of both frequency components are asym
metric for most values of а и о . The maximum intensity in the low frequency
component varies between the isotropic position and the position of ν J, hence
between the isotropic position and the position of the maximum that is ob
served in ENDOR. This is not true, however, for the case T//<0, а ц о > 2 л . In
that region, the low frequency line is almost symmetric and the maximum in
tensity is between the isotropic position and v/J=\v„—\iA//\l The position of
the maximum intensity in the high frequency band is either at the perpendicular
or at the parallel frequency, depending on the sign of T// and on the sign of
(а цо —2v n ). For values of а цо close to 2 л , the low frequency band is sym
metric, with the maximum intensity between the parallel and the perpendicular
position, and the position of the maximum in the high frequency band can
change drastically with small changes in ß u o . For large values of auc, (as compared to \T//\) both bands become symmetric and centered at the isotropic positions (not shown). With respect to the analysis of experimental spectra, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

Figure 2 ESEEM simulations showing the powder lineshape as a function of the isotropic
hyperfine interaction for a fixed (axial) anisotropic hyperfine contribution (a) Tzz = +0 9 MHz,
(b) Tzz = -0 9 MHz To facilitate companson of the lineshapes the simulations were normalized to
the same maximum intensity. The dashed lines indicated with "1" and "//" reflect the linepositions of
1
single crystal spectra ι e | л ± / М ^ | and | л ± і Л 1 | respectively
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Figure 3. ESEEM (a-c) and ENDOR (d-f) simulations for S=l/2 and 1=1/2 spin systems with
the same isotropic parameters as in ñgure 1. For a fixed Tzz -value the asymmetry of the hyperfine
interaction (TxjTyy) is varied.
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a. If the observed lines are symmetric, then \T//\«\vn±1/2a¡so\
and the spectrum is similar to an isotropic, first order ENDOR spectrum.
b. If only the high-frequency band can be observed, no conclusion can be
drawn about the relative sign of а ц о and T//
с From the position of the high frequency band, |β Β Ο | can be roughly deter
mined (figure 2).
d. Even if the high and the low frequency band can be measured, the determi
nation of the relative sign of а цо and Г// will be very difficult in the regime of
|а ц о |>2 п , although a large asymmetry in the low symmetry band would indi
cate equal signs for а и о and 7//.
e. In the regime | а ц о | < 2 п , the relative signs of a u o and 7// can be determined
readily provided that both frequency bands can be observed.
f. In most cases the ESEEM powder lineshapes are not sensitive to deviations
of the axiality of the hyperfine tensor. This must be concluded from the simu
lations in figure 3 where the T-tensor is varied from axial (Txx = Tyy = — V2Tzz)
to completely non-axial (7' xt =0, Tyy = — Tzz), for a Τ value of 0.9 MHz (the
same value as in figure 2). Only in the very rare case а ц о = 2vn the powder
lineshapes reflect the statistical weight of orientations as in ENDOR.
It seems, therefore, that although generally the exact values of T// and TL
cannot be determined from the Fourier transformed ESEEM spectra as was
concluded by de Groot et al. (17), in some cases (d,e) the shape and symmetry
of the observed bands may give information about the relative sign of aao and
T// and possibly yield an estimate of T// and 7^.
The case S=1I2, 1=1
In the case 1=1 with a NQI of the same order of magnitude as the NZI,
the ESEEM and ENDOR spectra are completely broadened unless the NZI is
(partly) compensated for in one m^-manifold by the isotropic HFI (20). In this
case the pure quadrupole frequencies are obtained. This is illustrated in figure
4a, where "suppression free" three-pulse ESEEM powder spectra are simulated
using the simulation equations [2] with the following spin hamiltonian:
Я = ΕμΒΒ^ζ

- 8ΝμΝΒοΙζ + SAI

+ K[3I? - I2 + η(/χ2 - ƒ/)]

[3]

where quadrupole parameters К and η have their usual meaning. Quadrupole
parameters in the order of K=0.4 MHz and η=0.5 are encountered frequently
in 14JV-coordinated paramagnetic species in biological systems (21,22). Figure
4a shows that at the "compensation point" \\n±V2alS0 | =0, sharp peaks emerge
(from the manifold ms =+1/2 for д ц о >0) at the quadrupole frequencies (hamil
tonian [3] without HFI and NZI):
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Figure 4. ESEEM simulations of S=l/2 and 1=1 spin system with v n = 1 MHz; К = 0.4
MHz and η = 0.5. (a) The isotropic hyperfme interaction is varied. The anisotropic interaction is
zero, (b) Graph of peak positions according to simulations in (a). The arrows indicate the quadrapole frequencies, eq. [4]. (c,d) Anisotropic hyperfme contribution is varied and aaB is fixed at 2
MHz (c) or 1.6 MHz (d). (e) Same simulations as in (c) but with Αζΐ alligned along the x-axis of
the quadrupole tensor, (f) same ESEEM simulations as in (e) but with Аг, making an angle of 45°
in the XZ-plane of the quadrupole tensor.
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v + = Κ(3+η), v_ = K(3-i\),

vo = 2Ki\.

[4]

The graph of the peakpositions in figure 4b indicates that in order to obtain the
quadrupole frequencies within 10% accuracy, | п - ^ і ц о | should not exeed 25%
of v n . The high frequency component from the manifold ms =—V2 can be used
as a check for the correctness of the approximation since it reflects the frequen
cy 2vm where
vm = [vìff + Κ2{3+42)ΪΑ

~ Veff in this case

[5]

Figures 4c-f show the effect of the introduction of an anisotropic HFI of
axial symmetry at arbitrary orientations. According to the simulations 4c-d the
high-frequency component has its highest intensity near 2|νπ-Ι-1/2ΛΒΟ-Ι-1/^71|.
In combination with anisotropic hyperfine interactions of arbitrary orientation,
intense low frequency components may arise which yield unreliable quadrupole
values. Therefore, it appears that the high-frequency component plays an im
portant role in deciding whether the "compensation- approximation" is valid: In
the ideal case one expects three low-frequency components with a sum relation
(v_+Vo=v+) and a high frequency component at 2vm.
The case 5=7/2, 1=312
In figure 5 simulations are shown for the case of a 1=3/2 nucleus
(vn = 1MHz, K=0.4 MHz and η=0.5). It seems that this case needs a very
tight "compensation restriction" in order to produce detectable ESEEM signals
at the quadrupole frequency. A sharp peak is observed at this frequency
v, = 6/С(1+т12/3)^ = 2.50 MHz only when v n -Via„ 0 is less then 10% of vn in
the rare case that T2Z is zero. In the cases that TZ2 is nonzero, the intensity
reduces rapidly for increasing values of Tzz, especially in the case 1/2aBO=vn
(fig. 5c). For other values of α„0 (fig. 5 b,d) the intensity for Tzz=0 is lower
and it almost doesn't increase for finite values of T2Z. Only for Щаио + Тгі)= п
an intense peak emerges at very low frequency. The resulting spectra for finite
values of Tzz are quite complicated and it must be considered to be extremely
Figure 5 (next page). ESEEM simulations for S=l/2 and 1=3/2 systems with vn = 1 MHz,
K=0 4 MHz and η = 0 5. (a) Zero anisotropic hyperfine interaction, varying isotropic hyperfine
interaction In (b-d) the (axial) anisotropic hyperfine interaction is varied and the isotropic interac
tion is fixed (b) ααο = +1 6 MHz, (c) a„0 = +2 0 MHz, (d) aao = +2 4 MHz The intensities in
b-d are scaled to the same maximum value Their relative intensities can be judged by companson
of the Tzz = 0 spectra with the corresponding spectra in (a)
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difficult to extract direct information from them about the magnitude of hyperfine and quadrupole interaction. Therefore, we may safely conclude that for
nuclei like Na, К and Al it is virtually impossible to detect pure quadrupole
frequencies with ESEEM or ENDOR in a disordered system.
VII.4 Conclusions
a. Despite the degradation of the powder lineshapes in ESEEM, as com
pared to ENDOR for a 1=1/2 system it is worthwhile to continue the efforts to
obtain reliable FT-ESEEM spectra by improving the experimental and the
data-analysis techniques, since ESEEM lineshapes still contain useful informa
tion in case of axial hyperfine interaction.
b. In the case of 1=1 nuclei there is a fair chance to obtain resolved
powder ESEEM spectra since the "compensation restriction" is rather mild (as
opposed to higher nuclear spin states) i.e. |v n ±Via|<25%xv n . The high fre
quency component gives the necessary information about the validity of this
restriction.
с For 1=3/2 the spectra are extremely complicated and virtually no infor
mation can be obtained, unless the compensation restriction is fulfilled:
| п ± 1 /ал|<10%х п .
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Three different techniques were applied for the determination of the "N couplings in
powdered 0 3% copper-doped nickel(II)bis(MN-diethyI dithiocarbamate) electron spinecho envelope modulation (ESEEM), electron spin-echo ENDOR, and continuous-wave
ENDOR Comparison of the experimental data obtained with these methods shows their
complementary nature and suggests that ESEEM and one of the ENDOR techniques
should be applied together to obtain maximum information. The vanous powder spectra
were simulated using tensors which are known from single-crystal studies Intensities and
tiansition probabilities were computed by complete diagonalization of the spin-Hamiltoman
matrix The correspondence with the experimental spectra is quite promising © 1986
Academic Press, Ine

INTRODUCTION

Recently several electron spin-echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) and CW-ENDOR studies showed the possibility of measuring, in single crystals, small interactions
of nuclei with a low magnetic moment (1-4). The interpretation of the spectra of
quadrupole nuclei (14N, 27A1, and 2H) can be difficult especially when the hyperfine,
quadrupole, and the nuclear Zeeman interactions are of the same order of magnitude.
In these cases, only by complete diagonalization of the spin-Hamiltonian matrix is it
possible to account for the intensities and the frequencies of the spectral lines (4).
In powders the interpretation of ESEEM and ENDOR spectra can be more complicated or even impossible, unless one succeeds in simulating the spectra, again by
complete diagonalization of the spin-Hamiltonian matrix.
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In this paper we compare the applicability of three different techniques, ESEEM,
ESE-ENDOR, and CW-ENDOR, for studying powdered samples. As a test sample
we use nickel(II)bis(jV,yV-diethyl-dithiocarbamate) doped with 63Си(П) [Cu/Ni^dtcb].
This system has been studied extensively with single-crystal ESR, ENDOR, and ESEEM
(4-6). The unpaired electron of copper is dclocalized for about 50% to the sulfur ligand
atoms (7). The nitrogen atoms are situated in the third coordination sphere. Their
quadrupole and hyperfine interaction are of the same order of magnitude as the nuclear
Zeeman interaction (4) which necessitates the complete diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix for the calculation of the transition frequencies and intensities.
We demonstrate how the powder spectra can be simulated in a satisfactory manner
and how the different techniques yield complementary information. The time eco
nomics and the sensitivity of the techniques are also considered.
rXPFRIMF.NTAI.

All pulsed experiments were carried out at a temperature of 20 К with the ESE
spectrometer described previously (¥). The ESEEM spectra were recorded using the
three-pulse method (5). 90° pulses of 50 ns were used in order to excite a limited
region of the powder spectrum. The ESE-ENDOR spectra were measured with the
same three-pulse sequence except that during the full fixed time between the second
and third microwave pulses (90 μ$), rf power was supplied. An A-300 ENI amplifier
was used for the amplification of the rf pulses. In all ESE-ENDOR experiments the
value of τ (time space between first and second microwave pulses) was 200 ns. The if
coil consisted of 15 loops turned around the strip of a strip-line resonator (9) in such
a way that both the powdered material and the strip were situated inside the coil.
The CW-ENDOR investigations were made with a modified Varían E1700 spectrometer at Τ = 27.2 К using liquid neon. This "low-power" ENDOR apparatus
employs a 20 W distributed amplifier which is loaded by a three-turn coil placed inside
a Η юг cavity. The measurements were done in the Ä/mode of operation (òf= 10 kHz)
without low-frequency magnetic field modulation. In this mode the rf signal (frequency
ƒ ) is square-wave frequency modulated at a 1 kHz rate and fed to the rf gate. The
gate chops the frequency-modulated signal at a 2 kHz rate. In this manner alternate
rf pulses which are shifted in frequency above and below the value ƒ by 5f are
generated. The 1 kHz component of the ENDOR signal is proportional to the difference
of the magnitude of the ENDOR enhancement a t / ± δ/. Therefore, in the ¿/mode
the first-derivative line shape of the ENDOR signal is observed. No gated preamplifier
was used in contrast to the original Varían arrangement. The CW-ENDOR spectra
were recorded in the frequency range 0.5-4.5 MHz.

(Г

N

S

/
1

N

S2/

N

R

FIG. 1. Molecular structure of host complex Niietjdtcb, with the principal axes of g and Cu hyperfine
tensor. R = ethyl.
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TABLE 1
Cu/Ni (et2dtcb Interaction Tensón Used in Powder Simulations (in
Units of IO"4 c m ' )
Tensor
Reference:

g
(5)

"Cu A
(5)

"NA
(Ό)

i so
XX
УУ
zz
xz

__
2.017
2.020
2.084
—

-84.5
42.6
41.4
-84.0
—

-0.38
0.06
0.06
-0.12
-0.015

H

NP
(/0)

0.25
0.25
-0.5
-0.065

Powders of 63Cu/Ni(et2dtc)2 were prepared by evaporation of a trichloromethane
solution containing the Cu and Ni complexes in a mole ratio of 3:1000.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 1 the structure of the host complex and the directions of the interaction
tensors are shown. All tensors (Table 1 ) are known from single-crystal experiments
(4, 5, 10). They are nearly axial and coinciding. This property simplifies the EPR

г-і/гЛі

63

Flu. 2. EPR powder spectrum of Cu/Ni(et2dtc)2. (a) Idealized absorption spectrum, assuming axiahty
for the coinciding g and Cu A tensors (b) Echo-induced EPR spectrum, measured with the two-pulse method
(τ = 200 ns). (c) Firsl-denvative absorption EPR spectrum Note that because of the different microwave
frequencies used in the vanous expenments the magnetic field docs not correspond to the fields in the other
figures.
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powder spectrum considerably (Fig. 2). For powder ESEEM/ENDOR measurements
the Cu >n¡ = I region is the most appropriate one to measure since there is no overlap
with other Cu lines and the anisotropy is large enough to allow a limited selection of
onenlations to be excited.
Because of the near-axial and near-coinciding tensors one might expect that the
ESEEM and ESE-ENDOR powder spectra measured at different fields will resemble
single-crystal spectra measured at the samefields.As a reference, Fig. 3 shows some
calculated single-crystal ENDOR spectra in this range offields/onentations.The experimental powder ESE-ENDOR and FT-ESEEM spectra (Figs. 5a and 6a), however,
show a distinct broadening of the signals and in some instances the lines even disappear
completely. This can be due to (a) the slight nonaxiality of the tensors, (b) the use of
a finite microwave pulsewidth, and (c) spectral diffusion. All these effects lead to a
widening of the range of orientations which is excited by the microwave pulses. The
broadening is most pronounced in the case of ESEEM; this is most probably caused
by the instrumental dead-time which cuts off the initial part of the modulation pattern
where the broad lines have their time domain.
The CW-ENDOR spectra (Figs. 7 and 8) show a similar broadening behavior of
the signals and also a complete disappearance of the transitions in the field range in
which they are found to be strongly angular dependent in the single-crystal rotation
pattern (Fig. 3). Powder lineshapes are observed for the less angle-sensitive transition
4-6 over the whole field range (see Fig. 7 around 3.8 MHz). This indicates that even
in a CW experiment a broad range of orientations is excited! Nevertheless, three of
the six possible transitions can be observed over the complete range of fields/orientations. The two strongly angular-dependent ones, 4-5 and 5-6, are observable only
for orientations near the parallel and the perpendicular site of the EPR powder pattern.

FIG 3 Single-crystal ENDOR simulations for "Cu/NKe^dtch, calculated with tensore obtained from
Ref (/0) (see Table 1) Fields/onenlations were chosen such that the microwave earner frequency was
positioned at the Cu m, = I EPR transition The peaks are labeled in accordance with the energy-level
diagram in Fig 4.
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FIG. 4. Energy-level diagram for electron spin S
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The sixth transition, however, (indicated as 1-2 in Fig. 6b) cannot be detected because
of its very low frequency and its very small transition probability.
The sensitivity of the ESE-ENDOR technique appeared to be distinctively lower
than that of the FT-ESEEM technique: The observed ENDOR effect was less than 5%
whereas the ESEEM modulation depth was about 15%. In practice it took about 7
min for an ESEEM experiment to obtain a fairly good S/N ratio as compared to 30
min for an ESE-ENDOR experiment. This can be due to a poor impedance match of
the rf coil leading to a reduced rf power at the sample. On the other hand this low rfpower limit may simplify the calculations (see below). The CW-ENDOR powder spectra
were recorded within 4 minutes for each spectrum.
It should be noted that only 80 mm3 of material or less has been used in all exper
iments.
CALCULATIONS
63

The powder spectra were simulated using a spin Hamiltonian with 5 = 5, Cu
1 = 1, l 4 N / = 1 and including the g tensor, the copper and nitrogen hyperfine and
Zeeman interactions, and the nitrogen quadrupole interaction (Table 1 ). The Ham
iltonian matrix was diagonalized and the transition frequencies and probabilities were
calculated for about 2000 orientations of the magnetic field.
For the ENDOR simulations a semitheoretical procedure was followed: The NMR
transition probabilities were weighed with the EPR transition probabilities in which
the energy levels involved took part. Therefore, NMR transitions between levels which
are not "hit" by EPR transitions will not contribute to the simulated spectra. Thus
the ENDOR intensities Py are calculated as
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FIG. 5. (a) Expenmental ESE-ENDOR powder spectra of *3Cu/Ni(eijdtc)i measured at 20 К in the field
range of the Cu m, = I transition with the three-pulse sequence (τ = 200 ns, 7"rf = 90 /is), (b) Simulated
EN DOR powder spectra in the same field range.

P,j = Mv X { Σ M,kG(u0 - «α)} X { Σ MjMvo
к
I

where

-Ei/kT _

e

BU,J) =

Σ e-EkJkT
к
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-EJkT

e

·

- wj,)} X B(i, j)

[1]
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so
3

FIG. 6. (a) Experimental FT-ESEEM powder spectra of * Cu/Ni(et2dtc)2 measured with the three-pulse
method. Experimental data as indicated in Fig. 4. (b) Simulated FT-ESEEM powder spectra in the same
field range.

My are the transition moments between state i and y; i.e., the elements of the pertur
bation Hamiltonian matrix on the basis of the eigenvectors of the stationary Hamiltonian. G(wo — ω) is the excitation lincshape function around the carrier frequency of
the microwave pulses (ωο). B(i,j) is the Boltzmann equilibrium correction factor. The
summations over к and / run over all energy levels. The simulations thus obtained
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4 MHz

FIG. 7. Experimental CW-ENDOR powder spectrum of "Cu/NKetjdlcb measured at Τ = 27.2 К for
В 1 ζ (Cu m, = \ EPR transition), ν = 9.58 GHz, В = 3442 G. It is not likely that the line at 1.9 MHz
originates from , 4 N since it is only present at this ñeld position and can hardly be attributed to the powder
pattern of transition 5-6.

are theoretical representations of CW-ENDOR spectra, discarding only relaxation
effects.
Since ESE-ENDOR spectra are also sensitive to the waiting time τ between the first
and second pulse in the three-pulse ENDOR sequence, the above expression is less
applicable to the simulation of these spectra. Yet it will yield a reliable qualitative
picture of the ESE-ENDOR spectra because according to the relations of Liao and
Hartmann (U), the ENDOR effect on the electron spin-echo for a system of one
electron and one nuclear spin / = 1 and both the electron and the nucleus in strongfield approximation, is given by
F = 1 - i(l + 4(1 + 2 cos2(fl/2) + 2 sin 2 (ö/2)cos[K - ω * » ) )

[2]

where θ is the rf pulse angle and / - к and j — η are the allowed EPR transitions. It
can be readily inferred from this expression that "blind spots" (F = 0) will occur at τ
values equal to a multiple of 2π·/(ω„ - w¿n). Since in our experiments no ENDOR
frequency was observed above 5 MHz, which is the frequency corresponding to our
τ value of 200 ns, no blind spots are to be expected.
For low rf pulse power, expression [2] reduces to
F = ¿0 2 (1 - cos[(u„ - «ь,)т]).

[3]

Therefore, in this regime the ENDOR effect will be linearly proportional to the if
pulse power just as we have observed in our experiments. However, these expressions
do not yield the exact ESE-ENDOR intensities in our experiments since they were
derived for the case of unmixed electron and nuclear spin levels in which all ENDOR
transition probabilities are the same. In our system we have to account for differences
in ENDOR transition probabilities caused by the mixing of the nuclear spin levels as
well. Therefore, the CW-ENDOR simulations are also used for the ESE-ENDOR
spectra. Because of this approximation and because the CW-ENDOR spectra also
depend strongly on the cross-relaxation times, the simulations should be regarded as
a qualitative picture for both CW- and ESE-ENDOR measurements.
In the case of ESEEM simulations the EPR transition probabilities were processed
using the modulation relations derived by W. B. Mims (8) for the three-pulse sequence
in a generalized manner
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FIG. 8. Experimental CW-ENDOR powder spectra of 63Cu/Ni(et2dtc)2 (reproduced as slick spectra) mea
sured at 27.2 К in the field range of the Cu mi = | EPR transition.

Pkn = N{Xkn + Σ I-XIJM cos(a> y τ ) }

[4]

where
xjb. = Σ\ΜΔ2\Μιη\2

Pk» is the modulation intensity at frequency ω*„, TV is a normalization constant, and
My are the elements of the transition matrix as in Eq. [1].
In principle all indices run over all energy levels involved in the EPR transitions.
In the case where these relations were originally derived for, no mixing of electron14
spin eigenstates by the nucleus studied ( N in our case), the contributions to the
ESEEM intensities automatically reduce to those derived by Mims. By using the re
lations in this manner, however, the program is able to deal with any number of
electrons or any pseudo-electron-spin particle.
DISCUSSION

A comparison of the ESE-ENDOR spectra (Fig. 5a) with the ESEEM spectra (Fig.
6a) reveals that thefield/orientationdependence of the intensities is reversed. In other
words, spectral features missing in the former spectra are present in the latter and vice
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versa. This illustrates the complementary nature of the two techniques: they access
the spin Hamiltonian from a different "view angle."
A comparison of the two ENDOR techniques (Figs. 5a and 8) shows differences in
field/intensity behavior, in particular of line 1-3. This illustrates that these techniques
depend on different mechanisms: Γ, and cross-relaxation (CW-ENDOR) and destruc
tion of phases (ESE-ENDOR). Both techniques depend in first order on the NMR
transition probabilities and only these were included in the simulations. Because of
the difference between these spectra it is impossible that the simulations are valid for
both techniques simultaneously. In fact, it seems that they result in an average of the
two experimental sets of spectra (see below).
The simulated powder ENDOR and ESEEM spectra are presented in Fig. 5b and
6b. A 120 MHz Lorentzian lineshape function around the carrier frequency appeared
to be necessary to simulate the broadening beyond detection of the anisotropic lines
5-6 and 4-5 in all spectra. This excitation width is approximately equal to the bandwidth
of the cavity which was used for the pulsed experiments (Q = 100) or 6 times the
inverse pulsewidth (50 ns). This large excitation width resulted also in broad and
sometimes powderlike lines in some of the spectra. This is completely in accordance
with the experimental observations (cf. transitions 4-5 and 4-6 in Figs. 5-7). Considering
the fact that these effects were present in the pulsed as well as in the CW-ENDOR
spectra, we conclude that spectral diffusion is the main broadening mechanism in
this case.
The ENDOR simulation shows a larger line broadening- than the experimental
spectra; yet the slightly anisotropic line 2-3 can be tracked over the whole field range
in contrast to the sharp experimental line which disappears at intermediatefieldvalues.
Furthermore, the intensity of the very anisotropic transition 5-6 is much too pro
nounced in the simulations. The FT-ESEEM simulation, however, shows a nice cor
respondence with the experimental spectra despite the suppression of the anisotropic
peaks caused by the instrumental dead time.
CONCLUSIONS

Both ESEEM and ESE-ENDOR/CW-ENDOR are useful techniques and should be
used together whenever possible because the spectral information from the two tech
niques is complementary. It has been demonstrated that the experimental spectra (in
particular the ESEEM spectra) can be simulated satisfactorily with our software, despite
the broadening effects. It is to be expected that in the future more complicated dis
ordered systems can be analyzed following this procedure.
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CHAPTER IX+

Spin Lattice Relaxation of a Jahn-Teller System

E.J. REIJERSE, N.A.J.M. VAN AERLE, C.P. KEIJZERS, AND E. DE BOER.

Department of Molecular Spectroscopy,
Research institute of Materials
University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Spin-lattice relaxation (Tl) measurements of two different complexes in a
Cu (II) doped crystal of Zn(II) hexakis pyridine N-oxide Perchlorate
( Zn(PyO)f¡(ClOi)2 ), grown from a DMF solution are presented the Jahn-Teller
active Си(//)(РуО)6-сотрІех and the JT inactive CM(//)(P>O)5DMF-complex
The Tl of the Jahn-Teller active species is less than one order of magnitude
shorter than that of the JT inactive species This contrasts with other studies
where differences of several orders of magnitude are reported In the studied
temperature range both relaxation processes can be described by a Ramanmechanism
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IX. 1 Introduction
Several studies were reported about the role of the Jahn-Teller effect in
spin-lattice relaxation (1-4). Most authors report relaxation times of JT
molecules which are several orders of magnitude shorter than those observed
for similar non-active molecules, suggesting that the JT effect is a very effective
relaxation mechanism.
However, all these investigations seem to suffer from the lack of a proper
reference material, i.e. a non-active analogue of the JT molecule situated in the
same (host) lattice. Therefore, it is difficult to relate the relaxation data to the
JT effect itself as an independant relaxation mechanism.
In this paper we present Tl data obtained from a single crystal of 6 3 Cu
doped Zn-hexakis pyridine N-oxide Perchlorate ( Cu:Zn{PyO)(l{ClO^)2 )
grown from a DMF solution. From previous EPR studies (5) it is known that
DMF creates two solvated species in the crystal: [Си(PyO)5ΟΜΡ]2+
and
[Cu(PyO)4(DMF)2\2+
• These complexes are JT inactive. EPR spectra show
that their geometry is almost identical to the low temperature structure of the
JT active Cu hexakis complex. Therefore, they are an excellent reference to the
JT complex in the relaxation studies.

IX.2

Experimental

Single crystals were grown by slow evaporation of a DMF-solution which
contained both complexes in a ratio of 1:99 (Cu:Zn).
Three different puls-sequences were used all of which have in common
that the electron-spin magnetization is saturated by one or more intense mi
crowave pulses and subsequently the recovery of the magnetization is moni
tored by a standard two-pulse Hahn echo sequence.

IX. 3 Results and Discussion
In order to obtain a maximum separation between the lines of the dif
ferent species the crystal was oriented with the magnetic field along g// of one
of the three static JT sites ( the g and Cu-Α tensors of all species coincide ). In
figure 1 field swept ESE spectra measured at different temperatures are
presented. The large echo intensities at 15 К (marked with 'o' ) are due to the
JT complex. The Copper quartet of the parallel site can be clearly recognized.
The very intensity at higher field is due to a superposition of the perpendicular
sites of all species. The intensities due to the solvated JT inactive species
(marked with 'x' and ' + ' ) have field values very close to the corresponding
lines of the JT active complex. Upon raising the temperature the intensities of
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JJULL
lOmT
Fig. 1. Field swept ESE spectra as a function of temperature, (o) JT-active complex:
Cu(PyO)6, (x) Cu(PyO)5(DMF), (+) Си(РуО)^иМР)г. The relaxation measurements were
made on the lines indicated by D4 and J4.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependance of Tl, measured on the linepositions D4 (o) and J4 (o) in
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the JT active species decrease as a result of the increasing exchange rate caused
by the dynamic JT effect.
All relaxation measurements were made on the Cu m1=-3/2 resonance of
each species (D4 and J4). In figure 2 the average Tl 's obtained with the three
different methods are presented. The relaxation time of the JT active species is
never more than one order of magnitude shorter than that of the JT inactive
species. At higher temperatures the relaxation times even tend to become
equal. Since the lattice effect on the difference of relaxation times can be vir
tually ruled out, we must conclude that the small difference in Tl-relaxation is
due to the Jahn-Teller effect.
The log-log plot in figure 2 shows the following relations between Tl and
l
s2±0s
the temperature: Tr (:)T
( 6K < Τ < 20K ) for the Jahn-Teller active
l
39±05
species and Tf (;)T
(15K < Τ < 40K) for the Jahn-Teller inactive
species. These relations suggest a Raman-mechanism in the given temperature
range. A similar behaviour was found for other Cu-complexes (6).
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IX. 4 Conclusion
In the studied temperature range the role of the Jahn-Teller effect in the
spin-lattice relaxation seems to be substantial but not dominating. There is no
clear evidence for a special Jahn-Teller supported relaxation mechanism since
both species can be described by a conventional Raman-mechanism.
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SUMMARY

The Electron Spin Echo technique is applied to transition metal compounds in several experiments. As opposed to the traditional "Continuous
Wave" ESR technique, in the E.S.E. experiment the sample is exposed to (a
series of) short microwave pulses. After each pulse-train the sample responds
with one or more microwave echoes. By measuring the echo-height as a function of a timeparameter from the pulse-sequence, information about the sample
can be obtained which is hardly accessible with conventional C.W. ESR. The
aim of the work described in this thesis is as follows:
To build an E.S.E. spectrometer to the highest technological standards
possible.
To develope the control- and dataprocessing software for this instrument.
To investigate what new information can be obtained with ESE spectroscopy about the structure of transition metal compounds.
To develope simulation algorithms for the calculation of spectra obtained
with several E.S.E. techniques especially when they are applied to
powders.
Three types of experiments were employed, namely TVrelaxation measurements, the determination of hyperfine and quadrupole interactions through the
nuclear modulation effect (Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation Spectroscopy) and through the detection of ESE-ENDOR.
In Chapter I the principle of ESE spectroscopy and these three types of
experiments are explained.
In Chapter II the instrumental aspects (both hard- and software) are treated.
Chapter HI deals with the development of a microwave resonator which
enables single crystal studies with the ESE-ENDOR technique at temperatures
between 4K and 300K. In this resonator the crystal can be rotated over two
axes which is not possible in other types of ENDOR resonators.
In Chapter IV the algorithms are described that were used for the simulation of the different types of ESE experiments. Special attention is payed to
numerical aspects of the calculation of powder spectra for spin systems with a
high multiplicity.
In Chapter V the nuclear modulation effect is applied for the determination of the hyperfine- and quadrupole tensor of 147V in Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis(N,Ndi-n-butyl dithiocarbamate). The 14N quadrupole tensor can be explained
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theoretically with Extended Hückel Molecular Orbital calculations. For the interpretation of the l4N hyperfine tensor, however, an "unrestricted" M.O. calculation turned out to be necessary indicating a spinpolarisation effect. Moreover, the multicenter terms gave a significant contribution to the total hyperfine
interaction. From this it is concluded that one should be cautious with the interpretation of small hyperfine interactions of nuclei in high coordination
spheres in terms of spin densities.
In Chapter VI a similar study applied to Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis (cis-1,2dicyanoethene-dithiolate) is presented. As opposed to the dithiocarbamate
compound which contains only one set of two equivalent 14N-atoms, this compound contains two non-equivalent sets of 14yV-atoms which increases the complexity of the spectra considerably.
In Chapter VII ESEEM model calculations are presented for 1=1/2, 1=1
and 1=3/2 nuclei coupled to an electron S=l/2 in disordered systems. On the
basis of simulations of the frequency domain, the boundary conditions of frequently used approximations in the interpretation of FT-ESEEM powder spectra, are determined. It turns out that for quadrupole nuclei with a quadrupole
interaction of the same order of magnitude as the Nuclear Zeeman interaction,
only for specific values of the hyperfine tensor FT-ESEEM spectra with some
resolution can be expected.
In Chapter VIII three methods for determining hyperfine interactions are
compared: ESEEM, ESE-ENDOR and CW-ENDOR. The methods are applied to 1% doped Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis (Ν,Ν-diethyl dithiocarbamate) in powdered
form. It turns out that ESEEM and the ENDOR techniques yield complemen
tary spectral information. The different powder spectra are simulated by the
algorithms discussed in Chapter IV using the interaction tensors that were
determined in Chapter V. The correspondence of the simulated and the exper
imental spectra is quite satisfying.
In Chapter IX Tyrelaxation measurements on two molecular species in a
single crystal of 1% doped Cu(II)/Zn(II) hexakis (pyridine N-oxide) Per
chlorate grown from a DMF solution are presented. The two species are the
Jahn Teller active Cu(II)(P)O ^complex and the Jahn-Teller inactive
Cii(ll)(PyO)5DMF complex. Γχ of the JT active species is less than one order
of magnitude shorter than that of the JT-inactive species. This result contrad
icts with other studies where differences of several orders of magnitude are re
ported. These studies, however, deal with species in different crystals whereas
our study was confined to two species in one crytal!
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SAMENVATTING

De Electron Spin Echo techniek is in een aantal verschillende experimen
ten toegepast op overgangsmetaal verbindingen. Met de E.S.E. techniek
wordt, in tegenstelling tot de meer traditionele "Continuous Wave" ESR tech
niek, het monster blootgesteld aan (een serie van) korte microgolf pulsen. Na
iedere serie pulsen zendt het monster een gedeelte van de toegevoerde micro
golfenergie weer uit in de vorm van een of meer microgolf echo's. Door de
echohoogte te meten als functie van een tijdsparameter uit de puls-sequentie
kunnen gegevens over het monster gemeten worden die niet of moeilijk toe
gankelijk zijn m.b.v. CW ESR. Doel van het werk dat beschreven wordt in dit
proefschrift is
Het bouwen en optimaliseren van een E.S.E. spectrometer op een zo hoog
mogelijk technisch niveau
Het ontwikkelen van meet- en dataverwerkings software voor deze E.S.E.
opstelling,
Te onderzoeken in hoeverre nieuwe informatie verkregen kan worden
m.b.v. E.S.E. spectrometrie over de struktuur van overgangsmetaal ver
bindingen en de locaties van kationen in zeolieten,
Het berekenen en simuleren van spectra gemeten met verschillende E.S.E.
technieken in het bijzonder wanneer deze technieken worden toegepast op
poeder materialen.
Drie typen experimenten werden gebruikt, namelijk Γι relaxatie metingen, de
meting van hyperfijn en quadrupool interacties via het kernmodulatie effect
(Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulatie) en via de detectie van ESEENDOR.
In Hoofdstuk I wordt het principe van E.S.E. en van deze drie typen ex
perimenten besproken.
In Hoofdstuk II worden de instrumentele aspecten (zowel hard- als
software) behandeld.
In Hoofdstuk Hl wordt het ontwerp van een dubbelresonantie resonator
besproken die het mogelijk maakt een-kristal studies te verrichten m.b.v. de
ESE-ENDOR techniek bij temperaturen tussen 4 en 300 K. Met deze resona
tor is het mogelijk het kristal om twee assen te draaien hetgeen niet mogelijk is
met andere typen ENDOR resonatoren.
In hoofdstuk IV worden de algorithmen beschreven die gebruikt worden
voor het simuleren van de verschillende typen E.S.E. experimenten. Er wordt
ingegaan op de numerieke aspecten van het berekenen van poederspectra van
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spinsystemen met hoge multipliciteit.
In hoofstuk V wordt het kernmodulatie effect toegepast voor het bepalen
van de hyperfijn- en quadrupooltensor van UN in Cu(II)/Ni(II)bis(N,N-di-nbutyl-dithiocarbamaat). De 1'W-quadrupool tensor kan theoretisch verklaard
worden met Extended Hückel M.O. berekeningen. Voor de interpretatie van
de '"W-hyperfijn tensor bleek echter een "unrestricted" M.O. berekening nodig,
duidend op een spin-polarisatie effect. Bovendien gaven de meer-centrum termen een belangrijke bijdrage aan de totale hyperfijn interactie. Hieruit wordt
geconcludeerd dat bij het interpreteren van kleine hyperfijninteracties van kernen in hoge coördinatie schillen in termen van spindichtheden, voorzichtigheid
betracht dient te worden.
In hoofdstuk VI wordt een soortgelijke studie aan Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis(cis1,2-dicyanoetheen-dithiolaat) beschreven. In tegenstelling tot de dithiocarbamaat verbinding die slechts een set van twee equivalente 14N kernen bevat, is hier sprake van twee niet-equivalente sets UN atomen hetgeen de interpretatie van de spectra aanzienlijk moeilijker maakt.
In hoofdstuk VII worden ESEEM model berekeningen besproken voor
1=1/2, 1=1 en 1=3/2 kernen gekoppeld aan een electron S=l/2 in wanordelijke
systemen. Op basis van simulaties van het frequentiedomein worden de randvoorwaarden bepaald van veel gebruikte benaderingen bij de interpretatie van
ESEEM poeder spectra. Het blijkt dat voor quadrupool kernen met een quadrupool interactie van dezelfde grootte-orde als de Kern Zeeman-interactie alleen voor zeer bepaalde waarden van de hyperfijn tensor ESEEM-spectra met
enige resolutie verwacht kunnen worden.
In hoofdstuk VIII worden drie methoden vergeleken ter bepaling van de
U
N-interacties in gepoederd Cu(II)/Ni(II) bis(N,N-diethyl dithiocarbamaat),
namelijk ESEEM, ESE-ENDOR en CW-ENDOR. Het blijkt dat ESEEM en
de ENDOR technieken complementaire spectrale informatie leveren. De verschillende poederspectra worden gesimuleerd m.b.v. de algorithmen besproken
in hoofdstuk IV, gebruik makend van de tensoren bepaald in hoofdstuk V. De
overeenkomst van de gesimuleerde met de experimentele spectra is zeer bevredigend.
In Hoofdstuk IX worden Tyrelaxatie metingen gepresenteerd aan twee
moleculaire species in een een-kristal van Cu(II) gedoopt Zn(II) hexakis (pyridine N-oxide) perchloraat gegroeid uit een DMF oplossing: het Jahn-Teller actieve Cu(II)(/>>O)6-complex en het JT-inactieve Cu(II)(Py0)5D.MF-complex.
De Γι van het JT actieve species is minder dan een grootte-orde korter dan die
van het JT inactieve species. Dit is in tegenspraak met andere studies waar ver
schillen van enkele grootte-orden zijn vermeld. Deze studies hebben echter be
trekking op species in verschillende kristallen terwijl in het huidige onderzoek
beide species in één kristal aanwezig zijn.
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STELLINGEN

I

De door de Groot et. al. gehanteerde condities waarbij het Electron
Spin Echo Envellope Modulatie Spectrum nog geïnterpreteerd mag
worden in termen van "vrije quadrupole frequenties" zijn niet correct
aangegeven in de text. Bovendien blijkt uit modelberekeningen dat
deze marges te ruim genomen zijn.
A. de Groot. A.J
(1985)
Du Proefschrift

II

Hoff, R. de Beer & H. Scheer, Chem. Phys. Leu.

113, 286

Het feit dat het sterk vereenvoudigde model ter beschrijving van het
ESEEM effect, gepresenteerd door L. Kevan, door deze auteur met
schijnbaar succes wordt toegepast op de meest uiteenlopende systemen, is nog geen bewijs dat deze beschrijving correct is voor al deze
toepassingen.
T. Ichikawa, and L. Kevan, J. Am. Chem Soc. 102, 2650 (1980)
M. Narayana, and L. Kevan, J Chem. Phys. 75, 3269 (1981).
J Michalik, M. Narayana, and L Kevan, J. Phys. Chem 88, 5236 (1984)

III

De verbreding van de 'Я-ЫМК lijnen van aromatische dianionen is
niet, zoals Rabinovitz en medewerkers beweren, het gevolg van een
thermisch toegankelijke aangeslagen triplet toestand, maar het resul
taat van een relatief hoge concentratie mono-anionen.
A. Mmsky, A Y. Meyer, R. Роирко, and M. Rabinovitz, J. Am Chem. Soc. 105,
2./6J (1983)
M. Rabinovitz, and Y. Cohen, P.A.C S, Diviston of Petroleum Chemistry, 31,
777 (1986).

IV

De door Behrens en medewerkers gepresenteerde analyse van de
.Í4/-NMR lijnvorm van zeolieten ter bepaling van de quadrupole frequentie is niet correct, aangezien de asymmetrie-parameter in dit geval
niet verwaarloosd mag worden, en bovendien de lijnbreedte op halve
hoogte niet gebruikt kan worden voor de beschrijving van de betreffende poeder lijnvorm.

27

D. Freude and H.J. Behrens, Crystal Research and Technology, 16, K36 (1981)

V

Een gebruikers vriendelijk userinterface behoort vriendelijk te zijn
voor zowel beginnende als gevorderde gebruikers.
Chemisch Magazine, november 1985

VI

Uit het feit dat VIDITEL in vrijwel geen enkel land is aangeslagen
blijkt dat de informatisering van de samenleving niet zo onstuitbaar
zal verlopen als algemeen wordt aangenomen.

VII

De voortgang van de natuurwetenschappen en van de techniek laten
zich helaas goed beschrijven aan de hand van diverse militaire toepassingen van nieuwe vindingen.

VIII

Het effect van ontspannings- en meditatie technieken in de wetenschaps beoefening is nog onvoldoende onderzocht en verdient nadere
aandacht.
Currect Contence 22129 juli 1985

IX

Ayn Rands "objectivisme" gepresenteerd in haar boek 'The Fountainhead" is in feite weining meer dan 'The American Dream" in filosofische verpakking.

X

De Nederlandse Spoorwegen zouden voldoen aan een grote behoefte
wanneer de ochtendtreinen voorzien waren van couchette rijtuigen.

E.J. Reijerse, 6 november 1986

